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The typegraphiCal preparation of this report
involved the generation of machine-readable text
input into a computer editing, formaiing and
'printing program. A Computer-controlled line
`printer produced the offset mats. This process
marks the initial stage of an ongoing DkSP Program;
project to develop automated techniques for text
"storage and retrieval, permitting optimal
capabilities for editing and analysis. Future
methods will employ automated computer typeset,
thereby idproving type image quality.
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FOREWORD

The conference report presented in the following. pages
represents the first product of the Dynamic Analysis and
strategic Planning Program of the Center for Occupatiunal
Education to be published for public dissemination. There
is alwayS something special about a firstreport. .Ideally,
it should reflect the concerns and directions of the program
and should establish a standardof'quality'for the program
to maintain and exq$ed.

The report. presented here is tangible proof of DASP's
concern for the field of vocational education. By selecting
as itsofirst task the analysis of problems in the planning
of vocational education, 104SP demonstrates its serious
intent to serve the field through attention to immediate and
practical problems" The standard of .quality established
must ultimately be judged by the professionals this report
is intended to serve. It. is noteworthy that the final
version of the report is the end product of an intensive and
extensive review prOcess. While the reviewers were in 1

general favorably disposed toward the ,report, a
philosophical split was apparent between those favoring a
mare pragmatic orientation to problem siolution and *.those,
favoring, a clear organization of the problems. In short,'
some people wanted practical solutions spelled out while
others preferred to leave the question of solutions
ultimately to those responkible. It is to the credit of the
authors of the report that they could at least attempt the
satisfaction of both these gioups.

The,Center extends its appreciation to all those who
participated in the project. Messrs. Lawrence, Dane, and

. Drewes deserve special thanks for their, role in the writing
of the report, but many others also contributed their time
and effort. We offer oar .grateful acknowledgement to
Dr., Barclay Hudson of the School of Architecture,and Urban.
Planning at the University of California, Los Angeles;
Dr., Robert Seckendorf, Assistant Commissioner for
Occupational Education of the State of New York; and
Dr. Herbert Striner President, University Research

'. Corporation, Washington, D.-C., for their excellent critical
reviews: From the Center for Occupational Education,
Dr. Robert 1organ's help in both planning and executing the
conference proved invaluable: in addition, his'questionnaire
to state .directors, shortly to be published in a separate,
report, served ,as-:; an important. input to the first

a
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Douglasconference', Mr., Douglas Katz, Mr. Jalliam Ballenger, and
Dio Mollie ShOok 'participated in the conceptualization of
the project and participated in thecconferences. Dr. Joseph
Clary,. Execgtive Director of. the North Carolina State .

Advisory.Council on Vocational Eddcation gave !freely of his
time. both in consq.ting with the. authors of the report as '

well as providing a critical review of the draft. repoct.
Dean. Cirl J. DOlce and Dr. Joseph T. Nerden, both of North
Carolina State University', contributed: their services as
reviewers -of the report. addition, thanks are due the
staff of the Center for Occupational, Education. for their;

,time and effort in the preparation of the final manuscript
for publication. In particular, the services of Ars.'Evelyn
Butler and Mrs. Faye Childers who punched the manuscript
.onto cards for computer, processing are gratefully
appreciated.

, Finally, the role of the American Vocational
Association in this project must be acknowledged. From the
inception of the project Mr. Lowell .Burkett, Executive r
Director of the AVA, tr.,Dean Griffin,' and the entire AVA
office staff gave unstintingly of their time and labor 'to
help in the successful .completion of the conferences.
Besides offering the use of the Association's facilities' ir.
Washington, D. C., Mr. Burkett served, most ably as chairman
at each of the three conferences and contributed his time

- and energy 'as a reviewer of the draft leport. 'Hr. Griffin
undertook the responsibility for ma4ntaining liaison between
the Center and the AVA, and in general paved the way for.the
smooth operation of the conferences. The AVA clerical
staff, too, offered- its assistance, even to the extent of
giving up part of a holiday to help.prepare materials for a
conference. We cannot thank them enough for their efforts'
and theivgood offices, but it 'is sufficient to say that
without their help the conferences could 'not have been-
carried on.as planned. .

John K. Coster
Director
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PREFACE

ve"

.Those who approach this report with the expectation
that it contains, prescribed solutiobs to contemporary
problems in the planning of vocational education are bound
to .be disappointed. Some of the problems alludes to herein
are technical in nature, with solution time probably
dependent upon the amount of resources allocated to
retearch. However the report identifies a larger class of
questions related to isineso,of policy, which may'ptove more
difficult to solve than those which admit Primarily 'or
technological solution over time'.

We have only begun to break ground in the area ot
'policy analysis and planned organizational change.
Presently, decision-makers can* at best, only hope that
their policy decisions' will,have the desired effects. The
complex relationships obtiining in education are such that
policies designed to have their impact in one area may also
affect other areas in unforeseen ways. For instance, a
federal mandate'. ordering the development of state miss?

s,statements vocational. education might have the effect f
further fragmenting state ,education efforts by tte
unintentional promotion of separate missions for vocational
and academic education. Furthermore, there is a decisio*-
making hierarchy in vocational .edUcation extending from
Congress to the local administratori, which facilitates the
passage of mandates downwards, bit usually makes
extremely difficult to institute policy changes from the
`bottom Upwards. Thus, though the conferences identified
number of.problems needing attention at the national level',
the lack of well-defined mechanisms for instigating poliCy
changes from . below obstructed recommendation '.for the
solution of these problems.

It is precise2.y this kind of question of policy which
is of the greatest future interest to the staff of the DASP
program., The models and the information-ptdcessing
capability proposed for development within the program are
'directed toward the type of questions which have been
unanswerable in the context of the present reports for
example; what\will be "the anticipated effecteion 'vocational'
education of alternative policy options? We,Alave attempted.
to identify some of the problems and organiZe them: in a

framework which we hope will, make them more amenable to
understanding and ultimate solution. If it is true that the
first, step in the solution of any problem is the accurate
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statement of the problem itseiff, perhaps-we will have had a

hand in contributing to the progress of vocational
education.-

Dr. John Coster. has already acknowledged, in his
foreword those who assisted in the production and review of
this report. The assessment and commentary provided by all
these. people was most helpful tq.our efforts. Whatever
faults remain Are our own reepqnsibil4ty*

J.

,,

Donald V. neves
program Directqr
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INTRODUCTION

Although state planning for vocational education did
-not be,tiin,..;with the Vocational Education Act of 1963, it if.
certain thil .this .Act,. with its provisions for a state ,plan
for vo'catio'nal education -,as a prerequisite for obtaining
federally' kllotted:tnnds, provided.. an 'impetus for the
,further development/,,of plaWning at the State level. In the
decaO which,hiS Passed skkOil1963,e igcationaleducatfrs &mfr..
particularly vocational .education administrat* have become

, more deeply involved in.planning. Also, in the Same decade,
the 'literature in planning has grown at an ever increasing
pace--.;--Yet an examination of the literature reveals that
while there are innumerable articles describing the
development of planning systems, the installation . of ,

planning, -systems, the pilot testing, of pl4nniig systems,.ano
the availability of Planning systOsethere is a serious
shortage of inforiation on how.planninTis actually Working
in situ. There is aiSo a short/age of-". information -op the
success or failure of plannir4, =though there is now
sufficient information available to indicate that PPBS\N.may
not he fulfilling ,its early ;promise and that othfir planning
systems are running aground on a rock palled *lack of dataft

_
There may be some excellent reasons tor the shortage of

information in these areas. Most obviously', if the systems
are not working effectively, there may be relatively little
interest in publicizing this fact. Alternatively,' a, system

,,marhave,been installed, but those who were te.use it' simply
ignored it in favor of using some 'other planning technique.
Finally, planning inoperation 14/ be so' detailed that it is
not easily described. This lastcontention,was supported by
a comment from a state directOr, of vocational,education:cc"I
would have a hell of a time trying to put on paper a total,
description of the procesS we, go through 'from November to
May. I would have to write 4:book.# Unfortunately.those
who are deeply engaged in the plaining process seldom have
the time to write detailed accounts of their activities.

Yet for those interested in the planning process, it'is-
becoming 'increasingly 'necessary to learn about the actual
operation of\planning systems. There is ample evidence in
the ottocational education, the demands
for accodntabi 'ty, and the legislative, mandates for-
increased planning that whatever -planning systems are
presently in use are\not

on
up to expectationse

many systems look good<on paper, but it is only through an
underStinding of ho'w these 'stems actually work out in
practice:that any progress Will- made.



The hiatus in the literature noted ,above,'was or
particular concern to the persdnnel.of the Dynamic Analysis
and Strategic Planning (DASP) Program Division of the\Center
for Occupational Education at North Carolina\ State
University. DASP Program Division 'is concerned with the
development 'of a' plannin4 and information systeX for
vocational education. One of the features of the program is
its special relationship td practitioners in vocational

program staff are workingpin cooperation vithl,stat agencies
education planning..., During, the' D&SP

.for vocational educdtion in an effort to develop., a . system
which will have regard for,the complexities or tkeplanni64
process as theadtually:occur in practice

- .

It' 'was- within the context of this problem that
personnel from the DASP program sought to develop a project
Whith would both generate information regarding the planning
process4In practice and identify the problems and needs of
planners. ,They purposes of'this, project 'would be: to /Igathz.v.
data on the planning process, theproblems atd

,.the needs of planners; to make tecommendations regarding'; the
° problems \and needs; and'to made this- information available' .7

to personnel in the area of vocational education '411anning.
Such a, project should have benefits for a numberl Of
different groups: First it would constitute the beginning_--
of, an assessment of some of the Problems and 'needs of
planners in 'vocational education. In addition, the. D*SP ,

program staff would gain insight into the practical side' of .1 '

planning, as it is currently practiced in state agencies for
vocational edubationot'Subsequently, the collection and
organization of the .information dewelOped would have benefit
to ,the field of vocational education through the

rt

presentation of that\information in a manner which night be
helpful to planners in vocational education in gaining
insight into thelr_Own problems and the potential solutions.

Since literature on the planning process itself vas not
available, a literature review did not appear tp be'a
produCtive means of obtaihing the necessary information..
However, it appeared that a conference involving, both
practitioner- of planning from vocational education and

5/
other human development areas and planning experts from
fields such as economics and urban planning could provide'
the, necessary. data. Such a conferoince could be used'to.
generate information on the practice 'of planning and the
problems and needs of planners, and through,the meeting of
practitioners and"Planning theorists, some suggestions could
be generated toward' the resolution of, practical 'problems in
planning;



When the'decision'was made to develop a Orojet around
a conference format,the American,VocationaAssociation was
contacted with regard to their interest in such 'a .project.4. -
Mr. `Lowell Burkett ; and the staff of the AVA were
.enthtsiasAc in their support of the endea'vor, wLich could.
potentially provide', them, with a sAice:of information for
congressional testimony, and they offetedthe'co-spOnsorship
of'_1:he American VocatiOnal,AssoCiation-- addition, the
faciflitieS of the AVA were offered as a site for the

-cOnferencejeself.
.".'

In order.to maximize the output of information from the
conferance#, it was.decided to schedule three'small,work0g
/conferences to be -held'approximitely two weeks apatt. This
'procedure alioved, project staff sufficient time .between
conferences to prepare material fton each conferenceas
input 'to: the succeeding conference, .as well as allowing
successive_confeeence_participants.to refine the outpu of
'preceding cOnferences;.-'The material contained in the rest
of this report representS the-information generated' through__-

. the conference

t4'

9I2anization of_th _atRort
.

The_series-of -conferences' generated Aa 'body 'of. "raw
data" 'in the form of more than 1000 pages of transcribed.
'discussion. This.information had not been generatecL'in. a
_vacuum, bUt 'father 4round a set of taskswhich guided the
conferances. The tasks'were'designed to mold the emphasis
of ,each succeeding conference. to move frop planning
objectives to ,planning._ .problems 'and to
recommendations. 'The-objective of this organization wasAo
provide both an assessment of planning problems and a series:
of:_recommendations which could be collected into a set of
guidelines.for plannets. . Unfortunately,.recommendations for
solutions to problems and spedific .guidance on how such -
recommendations could-be implemented were difficult to.

obtain. In fact, this is to be expected,: since if planners
knew the ,solutions, problems would not appear so
persistently as 'problems.' Therefore, ; those wh9 approach
this document-as a .1Cookbook" tolmVide solutions to their
planning problems are likely to be' disappointed. Some
recommendations can be offered, and, indeed, some
a-I ngestions for implementatiWar6 contained the report.
'However, many problems have been identified for which there
are no pat 't-ecommendationsr\and there are'recommendations
,qhich nay be very difficult to implement. .What is contained
in he report, is aAetailed analysis Of current problems in
plannivj and an'asessdent eff)the needs of planners in terms
of t-se_.'.:oblems,. As a document, it should have utility
for anyone:'seeking firsthand, current- information on

C
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planning probleds'in vocational edication. For ttie, benefit i

of those -interested' in the actual or9anization of "the,-
conference and a brief' record of the conference Output .-
arranged according to the, task 'statements toe. conference-

, participants, we have included this material in Appenhi! A.-
,

4 r
,

,,

The participants at the first conference developed a ,

.set of nifie'"objectivesw of the .planing procesS which was
used An subsequent conferences. to'guide the discussion.
Although nine objectives-served as an excellent foufdation
for discussion,'the conferences'produced considerably more
information 'than could, be lelated.to the objectives.' 'In'
fact, this discovery during thecodzse of the conferences
was.one, .factsthe significant acts revealed about, the planning
.process.', TA nine objectiyes represented a good 'classical
model ,of planbing such as might be found in a textbook' on. ' --

planning. ...During disCussions at the,conferencesd it' became ,. I -y

apparent that while. these objectives ,might represent an '

-ideal picture ,of planning, they. were. ,far too static to.
capture the practical aspects: of the plalning process. .

'Indeed, the conferelice participants' were well aware of the 1

shortcomings of such a static, description ind Continually. I.

stressed the-inaraction of various elements in the planning i

process, the non-linear nature. of the-_procesi, and the)!
difficulties of attempting to plan within sueh-a Structured, !

linear framework,, ,.

I

I.
l'

Some ,quotations from participants . at 'the third L
conference in the series ate particularly illuminating in
tbis respedt. I"You are moving through,several of these
elements [objectives] in a concurrent fashion," noted'one
participant. "Pot all that you can say, 'You get done with
One of them . ,,. . before you' get done with another" (936).1
"What we are talking about.is true, in all planning," said, a
state director. "You shuffle back- and Sorth" (.936).

Finally, one participant expreised'in detail the ideas which, .

had been implicit in the of others.
,

If you laid' out any five books [i3n the scientific
process] at random 'you would probably fin that'
they had different steps.- i The .method of
scientific inquiry is an ongoing cyclical type of
_process [that] .doesn't really have discrete
elements. I think the planning prOcess is the
same thing. It is an ongoing effort that doesn't I

have really discrete elements . . . we flip-flop
back and forth . . when you get to a certain
point, it not only makes the ext step lore likely

.

to occur, it also enhances your knowledge about
,the one you just completed (946).
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. . .'since the:nine-objectives identified in the inititi.
conference were not sufficienito,"proVidean organizational
:format for reporting the data from the .cOnferenceir the
.project, 'staff sought to develop A-foriat,whick would be' of

.--sufficient.'richnessto .conveY the information necessary.
The .requiremehts for such .a fprmat4were stringent. First,-
the format would have to. encompass all aspects .of. the
Iplan ,;nng 'prOcess: The format would also.have-to be capable
Ofaonveying-tee non-linear nature of planningperhaps best .

exemplifibd by noting that in 'a classical ecdel 'the
identifie:atian.of.goals precedes the search-fOr.data, while/

'in :the practical case, data have probably been acquired and
,stored long before a particular goal. is specified. Finally
the format would have to convey the dynamic.chracter -of the
planning. inocss.-

I /. _,
G .The organizatiOn selected for arranging And presenting

-aAt.a, in .reliortform was der ed from .a modeledeveloped
by Ftuend and Jessuii'ltocal_Goliirnment and Strategic Choice;
Tavisto4 Publibations, 'London,' 1969).. This model is.
descriptibn of the planning -proCess deri4ed from a:four-year

.ofa incal:pThuning agencI. In- general the model
.met the-Specificationsreguired Or pfesentinT.the material
from theconferenq:ep; however; some- modifications have been
nade in.ot'der to make it'more,descriptive'of the' processes
n.f edocationalplannipg...

It most he emphasized .at this point that this is a
AescriEtive and hot a normative ,model., The editors offer
the model as a format for reporting,' data, not as a
presciiptiop for how a planning agency shoild operate.
Through the medium of the model it has been possible to
1.t log and arrange an enormous amount of information
relevant to-planning and present., that infoimation in a
manner ,convenient to the reader.

F

Since the data collected at the conferences were not to
be organized in the format which Was Used for collection.;
several Steps had to be:undertaken to convert the "raw"data
into a form ..Iiitable for presentation. Directly following
the conference, project staff set to work on a first cut of.
the -1nnference data. Typed transcripts of the conferences
were r-lad anh all material deemed relevant to the, conferende
pdrpases was nnderlined. This underlined material was then,
transfeerAd to cards, producing -an ordered collection of
more than \-1201 cards ,tach card was identified by a

referoncl the page number or numbers as
.,pe-kr-ors 4!tire ,:ollection of cards was

.hen trs anikhe: pdt ghi("h statements
1(!cr;--liA7 -^ t),?ir "rP'levancy for the' organizational model
and classified .them as -statements of either probleis or
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recommendations. The results ,of this .opeat h were a
_number of discrete collections of cards contai ing 'data
relevAnt to particular model sections. The edit° s of this
report used these Cards as the data set for_ each section of
tke repot.C. Thus, the quotes or paraphrased remarks, in the
pages of this report represent actual statements' made' by
conference participants. ',During '.the writing of the report, ;
each time a quote was made,,: or 4paraphrased, the' editor,
returned to. the. original tianscribektext to determine the
context of pie remark. Every effort waa Jude to'ensure that
--the "sent0'the remark in context lidUld be the same as its
s'.nse used iii the report. In abort, the quotes which appear'
in the piper have not.been *bents to fit the desires of the
editors.

The presentation of the 'data from the conferences. has
involved an extensive Use of quoted material. The lite of
this .format has been. deliberate. In part, they extensive
quotations refleot the fact that' thq personal opinions of
the conference participants ,_.constituted the ."data from
which the editors drew inconstructing the final report.
Just as the citat4on of an /author' in' a literature review
provides kdentification of the source of an .idea, the
quotations :fin this report'indicate that the statement is an
opinion of oneconference participant. 'In addition to this,
the spontaneous, and often pungent, ',kremarks of the
participants convey both theAflivor of the conference and
the experiential nature of the 'Participantsl _observations--
the occasional sacrifice in grammar is repaid in freshness.

The editors would like to emphasize that the.. statements.
quoted in this report are the personal opinions of the
conference participanti. -, Material not identified by a °
citation represents the opinions or analysis of the editors'

. of the report. 'Since the conference was' directed towaro
planning at .the state level,. and particiOints vere.sa;?ted
for their knOrwledge 'of planning at this' level, the' report is.
distinctly , oriented toward planning at the state.leve.
Furthermore,' the conference and the report are both problem
oriented. The 'editors recogniie there ia much going on in
planning today that is successful; however, the. successful
aspects of planning were not, the subject of, 'the conferences.
The report should not be construed as a criticism of the
planning process, but rather an attempt to identify planning
problems' as a necessary' step. in the inprovement ,of4 the
planning processes

In the pages immediately following, the papers
organizational model is introduced and'described. Following
this, the data fro :the conference are presented in detail.
The presentation' follows the organization of the model

1'
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exactlyegand re0oductions of the model are'presented at the
beginning of each chapter p3, aid in following the
organization of the report. Each time a quote is used, or
paraOhrased, a , -page -reference appears in parentheses
directly following the quoted or paraphrased material. This
reference refers 4to the page in' the verbatim transcript of
the conferences on which the quote occurs. For the record.,,
ocOies of the. verbatim transcripts are .on file in ''the

of ices of bpth the American Iotational_Association and the
Ce ter. for Occupational Education. Questions Pegtrding any
qu tation may be directed- to either office., A list of
participants in the conferenceris included'as Appendix E of
this report.

\,

'4
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A MODEL FOR STATM-LEVEL PLANNING
FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The presentation of the ...data: from the conference is
organized into the format of a. descriptilid model. g the

,planning process in'a state agency for vocational education'
Wterned atter a model developed by FreUnd and Jessup (1969,
op. cite) The boundaries of the.model are very distinct and
should be-recognized as encompassing only the planning
a tivities'of,a state agency for vocational. education. The
e vironmpnt specified in. the model is' made. up of only those
par of the .total environment that are .relevant to the
planning, process.in'suchn,agency.

The model is transadtional in nature. That is, the-
system described is in a constant state of eichinge with the
environment, a process which both affects aniVis affected by
the envirotment. It is this relationship of exchange which
is of prime importance to the understanding of .the
Planning, particularly planning in education, does not
simply accept input from the environment, process that
input, and .output it back into the environment. The output'
of planning has an effect on the environment, and this
effect must be considered again by the verrsystem which
produced. .the output.' Thus, there is a cyclical process
operating- in which, the actions of planners influence those
circumstances toward whichplanning is directed, and the
effects, of planning are continually being reintroduced to
the planner as environmental changes for him to take into
account . in: his next planning cycle. The crux of this

. theoretical position rests in the view of the planning
process as dynamic and continual, -nd it implies the need
°for a regular flow of information ° between the planning
system and its'associated environment.

While much of the discussion in this section is
abstract; since the model is introduced in detailed fashion,
knowledge of the relationship between the various components
of the model will aid in understanding later organization of
the conference data into a comprehensive picture, of the
state vocational education planning process.

The Model

In- its external eelations, a ;.state agency for
vocational, education fanctions as both a responder and a
provider. It responds to externally generated. situations by
providing resources, informatiOn and services so as to alter
the initiating situation. The situation may be any
outstanding environmental event that has 'potential'
significance for.departmental action. (See Fignfre 1 "The
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4

c,

It,lic Molel".) Examples -of such events might
:,-luestti. 14ndatt., orders ,;harges, warnings, challenges
tt.reits fron external sources. State departments

-:ationa:'education reSpond to such situations by:
I.
,

,,
1. collecitinq and providing information and

'pe4tainlnkiltoedncational technology; resource
availability'; promotion, dMrseloprient
operatiPn 'of vocational education programs,
services and adtivities; ,

,

2.. coordinating program activities through,'
. provision of policy guiaelines, standards,

progtam.planning guides, tecommendationsas
evaluative. criteria and procedures, advice
to , opeiation off Kesent ,programs,
evaluative reviev of neliprogirams; and

,

.

3. facilitating program planning, development
operation by , commitmente, acquisition
allocation of resources,' management
professional personnel -.development
promotion of new sources of public suppOrt.

I.

_include
or
of

.,

data

. and; -

,

to
as

and

and ,

and
of

and

.

The basic framework of the model, therefor center i on,
the notion of a .continuiny exchange of aaterials,
.information and influence between a state. agency for
vocational education, hereafter referred to./as'the'systemr.
and its environment. The specific exchange, 'called a

\transLgtioli (indicated by arrows in the diagram. in Figure r

1); is_initiated,by a. situation which, creates
/

a felt need 4'

/

(problem) to which the system responds by a choice of an
appropriate response. As a prerequisite to..,System ;resgonse .

/

to a problem, the situation-must first be translated into a
reguirqmen't for system action. That is, the situation must
be petbeived by an internal problem-sensitig mechanism alert
to environmental ,9ressures. Since a,/ department of
vocational education ekperiencek many stuations, mot all,
can be accorded equal a*ention. Thus, an attention-

, focusing mechanism is reguifed to screen those situations,,of
sufficient priority to warrant recognition as probtems
worthy of commitment to obtain a_solutio . Once a,sitlation
has been (1) "sensed", and (2) flatten, ed to," and thus ,

legitimized as 4 problem that must be solved, the search for
problem solution requires decision 'mechanisms that can
generate a series of feasible action alternatives, compare
those alternatives and select a plan of action. Once the
plan of action is selected, the 'choice is implemented
through the output of a response designed to execute some
desired enviconmental changes. The situation is thus

' -
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altered, thereby completing the transaction.

r Tba fundamental process whereby a department of.vocational,
education transacts with.its environment to produce a change is
shown in Figure 1. The interaction between- the output of the
system.andithe deee of econoiic and social support forthcoming_.
from the environment produces what-is called an outcome (Figure
2), ,An outcome may be something explicit such as the number and
kind of. students currently served by local programs, the number
of vocational edudation students aMployed.in-related jobs within
.60 days of 'program termination, or the number of students who
::exited fromIthe:secondaryschools within a specified time petiod,
It might also besomething-a!good deal less explicit such as
the current level of career awareness -in sixth grade students,
theuality of present course offerings, the achievement level'
of program enrollees,.or parental attitudes concerning career
edutation. The outout,pf the state agency may take the form
of-formal pIans,:writtin_or verbal commitmentslto certain courses
of action, or directivk to lOcateducation-agenciet.,

A particular outcome Is only pattially.dependent upon the
output of a state departmentOf vocational education. The envir-
onmental fadtots that interact7with system output to.facilitate
or inhibit the desired effectaare collectively. referred to,as'
social-and economic support and include the combined effects;of:
Congress;...state_legislatures; state and local councils, boards,
agendies and,associatiOns; federal and.state agencies; technologi-
cal state7of-the-artl'econdMic and social conditions; state and
local education agencies; business and industrial'organization;
private interest groupt; and the demographic ancLattributional
characteristics of user populations.

"C.

In.addition to supporting system outputs to prodUce outcomes .

withispecific charaCteristics, the environment impdses social and
economic demands as exemplified by: federal and state statutory .

requirements; federal and state agency regulations; state educational',
agency policies,, rules. and regulations; federal and state agency
needs;'eocietal values and, expectations; manpower requirements; and
populatio'n needs. These environmental demands interact with
outcomes to produce,a situation. That is to say, situations are

_created by the'joint effects of environmental demands and outcomes.
Thus, the effect -Of.system_outpUt on the original situation is)

moderated by the dual effecis of social and economic' support and
demand. ,The interrelationships of these factors are depicted in

_

Figure 2. In the sense that a state department of vocational
education responds to external situations by a'choice of

r:ft)fRetyped at the ERIC Clearinghouse in Career Educ because of
poor legibility of original]
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_aetidn, implemented as an external output, which seeks to
modify . the initial ;situation, there can be said to be'a
transactional linkage between system and environment.
System action ca.n us he described as a continuing

P'

seilience
of transactional l'nkages wherein the system seeks to make
adaptive response .by Providing resources, information -and
materials to alter.environmentallr initiated situations.

As shown in Figure 2, the process of making an adaptiv4
response 'consists of (1) identification of the problem. (2)
the:Comparison and evaltationvof solution alternatives, and
(3) 'the coamitment of resources to implement the chosen
course of action.: The process, however, is _neither as
linear nor as rationally tidy as the above formulation'would
imply. Uoblem identification includes both the initial
sensing of the problem and the decision that the system.
expend, resources by attending to it. 'The' whole
identification process therefore\ depends in part on the'
6slackm,' or new 'resources available for, allocation to
whatever unit is assigned responsibility fora implementing
the soluti *n, the demand for resource allocation to
competing problems, the biases of the.unit assigned problem
responsibility, and the relative, autonomy granted . the
responsible unit. While problems are, in some sense, seldom
"solvedue_but more .usually "alleviated", the tern "problem
solution" (is used as expressive of the ultimate aim df this
part of< the process. The search for problem . solution °.

involves the selection of a viable alternative from a set of
feasible alternatives. system polix;fes limit the Choice or

alternativesby specifying. preferred--clisses or,types of
problems. Tn this manner, policies ,serve to 'Increase
efficiency by reducing the number of situations to be
identified ; and /or, by restricting the permissible.
alternatives. In situations which cannot easily be related
to existing Psolicies, problem solution depends more directly
on Person el understanding Of the irstemos aissiot, goals
and objectives and an appreciation of ,the external__ and,
internal decision constraints;

In contrast to the ideals of classical: organizational
rationality, the chosen problem solution may not bathe
"best" .option from a set of all possible codZiderations.
Rather, the alternatived chosen are constrained by pragmatic,
considerations -' of aspiration, budget. opepational
procedures, decision rules, personalities, Informal
organizational structure and . political isperativose. The
chosen solution often represents a compromise between,the
ideal mission and goal achieiement ant:lathe necessary costs
of system change.. Quite frequently, -the procedures for
implementing and achieving desired outputs are obscum,
Instead of a neat, orderly ariangementof ends stated as

o.

-
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desired outputs and means of ii0lementing ends established
by strict rationality, organizational problem-solving is an:
admixture of adaptive rationality, rule of thumb, intuition,
institutiOnalized bias, conflicting vested interests,
,backroom politics, and "seat-bf-the-pants" judgment. These
intangibles, together with formal constraints - represented by
missions, goals, objectives and agency. 4policy; are
collectivly termed the context of operations.

The interactive impact of the context on the process of
problem-soliing is graphically illustrated in Figure' 3a The
twoheaded arrows linking .the context to ihe problem-solving
process indicate that the process,is influenced by and in
turn influences the - context or ground. Thus,.'solutions to
vocational eduCation problems are forged in an interactive
process whereby rational choice is tempered with moral and
pragmatic considerations, and the collective organizational
intelligence,altered by evolving problem experience.

,

Adaptive system response to an environmental situation
so as to ensure a desired future change requires perfect__
knowledge of present and future environmental demands _and'
support. Absence of perfect knowledge creates; ., ,,several

classes of uncertainty, e.g., uncertainty within the system
about the nature and kind- of .present and fpture
environmental support, uncertainty about the nature and kind
of present and future environmental denands,,uncertainty
about the nature- nd kind'. of Present outcomes, and
uncertainty about, the effects that present system responses
might have, upon. future solution options to related problem
areas,-, Uncertainties_about an d_social a economic support

('result from insufficient information regarding such factors
as existing. Ind future -distributions of employment
opportunitiesd educational opportunitiesi, capabilities .of
local educational delivery systems to produce a qUality
product, the relation between educational achievement and
job performance, work: as a social institution;

. .characteristics of target populations, present and fut?re
resource aVailability, and the relationship between
educational activities and skills acquisition.
M2g2NIAikt191 ubeut's29.11111420.211.2212491124§ result from

' insufficient ingdtmation regarding 'such factors as job entry
eguirements, federal policy intentions regarding vocational

education, stateimidgetary priorities, population ,needs,
public expectations as to the-role of vocational education,
and local vocational education product recuirements.
Uncertainties .abutpreseillABAnastadsmitionALe._92$9.91es
stem from incomplete .information regarding such factors as
program costs and benefits, employment and \job satisfaction
oflprogram graduates, student utilization \of educational
resources, educational achievement of prog4m terminators,
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FIGURE 3. THE CONTEXT OF OPERATION
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and student satisfaction with educational experience.
Ulgertaiutiabout the effect of c1rKept DrObiel_s_91111211
future options includes, for example, doubts concerning the
future effects ow program options' of current chbices of
facilities construction, the effect of, durrent precedents
affecting decisions on future operational freedom, and the
effects that current resource allocation to specific program
areas will have on future program options.

The system seeks to reduce uncertainty- by the
development of 'mechanisms for the collection and retrieval
of information. Information may range from "hard" empirical
data to the ',soft" data of subjective appraisal,. judgment
and opinion. Reduction, of uncertainties pertaining to
environmental support is typidally achieved by formal
procedures for system identification, collation and
interpretation of anecdotal data, 'survey data an°
,longitudinal data, field-derived experimental data and
laboratory-derived experimental data. Uncertainty
concerning the nature and kind of educational outcome is
reduced by historical data provided by expanded. program
accoanting systems, including student attitude and
achievement measures, and student follow-up systems.
Information about environmental demands depends upon the
establishment of formal and informal communication channels
with relevant environmental sources. It should be noted
that the mere gathering of information, without proper anti
predetermimed methods for its selection and analysis, may
itself aggravate existing uncertainty, and the system may
discover a used to pare down or weed out irrelevant or
redundant data.

Mechanisms for the reduction of uncertainty concerning
the effects of proposed solution options on related problem
areas include all processes wherein the system comes to

-regard a specific problem in the context of a alder problem
definition., Generally, the wider problem definition
regiires that the system anticipate future economic and
social support and demand.. The system must thus-have a

model capable of generating predictions regarding the
expected future outcomes resulting from present actions.
Mechanisms for the collection and retrieval of historical
and jedgeental data together with models for prediction of
the future consequences of internal system action constitute
the Igurea_kaossettioR systim. The agency information
system is not always a formal structure. Indeed, very often
there are aspects of agency information which could not be
included in a formal structure, for example, personal
knowledge, professional judgment, or the accumulated wisdom
of ten years of on-the-job experience.. Rather, the agency
information system may well be a blend of formal information
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,7

systems of varying degrees of complexity and sophisticati
ind informal systems of personal and professional knowledge.
The lihkage of this systemof information with the problem-
solving rodel of Figure ! is shown it Fioure 4.

Figure 4 presents thp.model used as the organization
format gipr the information presented in the remainder of
this report. In the sections following, each segment will
be discussed in as ;inch. 'detail as the data from the
conference allow. Is each portion of the model becomes the
subject of a section in this paper, it will be graphically
displayed within the section Lheading. Hopefully, this will
serve to illustrate the interrelationships of the various
components in light of the model as a whole, and will aid in
conveying the complex and transactional nature of the
planning process.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEI1AND

The 'cop* of social NO economic demand ncoapasses
concepts as nebulous as social values and expectations, and
as specific as federal statutes. As it relates to
vocational (education, this demand say be viewed as stensime..
from all levels of societyfrom the local to the national.
however, the genital orisatation of the contecsaces vas
toward domain.) at the national level. That is, participants
w ere principally interested in th0 social and *commix
demand exptessed in federal legislative and bureaucratic
*totem/amts. The orientation itself would appear to indicate
that a prime ace. of concern for vocational educators is the
bulimia level of demand, for it vas here that many problems
w ere tilt.
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..soc-ii-and economic demand springs from the collective
efforts of society to meet social Goals,. Goals, according
tr. one %()rfelen.7e participant, ". always represent a

I-2ent in tiwe and every set of goals, will reflect what' the
soci.Ht-.y t that time decides are the goals, through the
lelislature" f321). The implications are (1) that social
,:,aim are ;i product of the `time and thus subject

legislative
change

land (2) that social goals are established by the egislative
pzocess.

Social goal in the lastulecade were seen as changing
with the thrust being more "in the area of social benefits,.
than cost benefits" (519). Emphasis on the disadvantaged
and handicapped was accompanied by a "significant change in
the investments (599) with a resulting change in

ettcrts "from skills and' 'knowledge to
prmicyability"

Tne emphasis, on employability cannot' ignore that
certain, jots are more critical than others iron the point of
vit. w of the state and the nitional economy. The fact that
being a "lousy accountant taay be) better than .. a good
plumber" (629) is the result of a social value system that
places more importance do a college education thin on a
worthwhile lob which does not require a degree.

Further discussion of goals mandated through federal 4

legislation emphasized --the ascrepafties between
congressional intent and actions, Congrets was
characterized as having problemt in deciding whether they
nwant,economic growth or a-better distribution of income"
(83-84). FurthermOre, the intent as expressed in the
statement of purpose of theActs differed from the intent as
expressed by the level of appropriations. As one
participant indicated, "Vflu have goals stated in language
and'qoals that are stated in dollars. The goals in language
say one thing, tehe goals in dollars say anotherd (663).
Discrepancies were in part rationalized by the recognition
that it is difficult and )expensive to deal with soall
minority groups where thre may likely be some questions
about the effectiveness of training.. Not only were the
discrepancies justified economically, but "politically it
makes a lot of sense not to spend a lot. of money on a few
people that are hard to place. Socially, you may say it is
an important thing to do; but, it is not rewarding" (580)..
Political and economic rationality notwithstanding, the
confronr.c. Icacognizel that there was a problem of whether
snctoty wistv1 to admit that a group of people cannot be
trained and 3neuld he put pn welfare.
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Although providing a mandated intent, the federal. laws
41.

have not been translated directly into an objective
statement of national policy.. Several conferees were
adamant in their belief4hat there is' no national plan for
vocational education. While Congress passes laws that
reflect the intent and national mission through legiilation,
the goals as specified in the legislation.laze not been
translated to objectives, nor populatiOns specified, nor
d011ars tied to the goals and populations. As one state
director put it: "They [federal *government] have yet to come
up with a.vlan salting here is the population that needs
services; also, here is the priority for investing it, and
hire is the cost, if you are going to do it" (603). The
conference sensed, instead, a contemplated'ove away from a
national responsibility for what vocational education should
be, as witnessed by general and specific revenuesharing
proposals. .

Not all blame for lack of direction was laid at the
door of Congress, however. Congress was regarded as being
quite powerless to require information from executive
agencies, let alone to control their administrative
behavior. As one Congressional aide stated, "I talked to
the Office of Education in 1969. e . I told them exactly
What kind of data I wanted, and it didn't come out" 1279).
His . dissatisfaction was illustrated by his further remark
that . if they are not going to be responsive, the next
step is to write in legislation of some kind" (279).

The diffusion of the intent of federal legislation vas
attributed in part to the separation of powers between the
legislative and executive branches. Once a lay is enacted,
its administration becomes the responsibility of the
executive branch and guidelines produced by the agency may
deviate co iderably from the original intent. The problem

1P6
of diffusi n of intent is further accentuated by the tact
that no ingle ,agency or governmental unit is responsible
for vocational education'. As was noted by the conference,
there are some 30 or more vocational education packages and
not all are handled by the Office of Education. One state
director lamenting the lack of communication between
Congress and the Office of Education complained: "We spin
our wheels getting sole data we feel is useless" (278). The
intent of the legislation is further diluted by the
establishment of intermediary regional offices. Little
communication between regional offices and the Office of
Education was observed with "very little go between as far
as state planners are concerned between the regions and the
U. S. Office of Education" (292).
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0 Changes in :agency policies and personnel were seen .,as
exerting A:disruptive effect at the state level. The extent
of the effect of policy changes on agency demands was
indicated by the comment, "with a new concept as to what
should be done in vocational education, you.get one hell of
a different- approach" '(556-557),. I state director
commenting on state planning believed that "the biggest
deficiency of all is the stability of the staff and . . of
the goals, at the national level, .that must be reflected in
the state planning" 4545). He went on to note that
"everytime .they change people, sometimes twice in one
person's .term, they change,the organizational structure is
which you operate" (545)4' The impact of such changing
demands is that "as long as you. are living day to day with
changing signals, you cannot plan" (368).

The effect of such changes is to produce discontinuity
in the provision of vocational education. In the words of
one conference member, "I would like to see a sustained
demand for the product of the vocational education system sc
that we did not have the crazy starts and stops and breaks"
(504). The very fact that vocational education is subject
to starts, stops and reductions increases the probability of
psychological reactante in elements of a vocational
educational system 'under external pressure.

Social and economic demands at the state and local
level did not receive the detailed treatment accorded
national demand. The lack of attention to -local demand
probably reflects the fact that there are fewer problems id
state agencies in dealing with the assessment of this,
demand., Routine handling of forms and proposals within
states conveys quantities of information regarding local
conditions and the demands which exist there. Proposals,
for instance, generally provide sections for justification
of the proposed program or facility in terms of local need.
Local demand information in this form is assimilated readily
.into the planning system and passes through it'with an ease
born of long familiarity. The neglect in attention to state
demand probably reflects similar factors of relative ease
and lamiliarity in the handling of information about demand.
However, there was evidence of concern in some states that
education might not be responding) to this demand

. appropriately. specifically, the governor of at least one
.state has suqgested the appointment of an Inspector-Generat
for Education to oversee how the money is being spent.

Two other areas of 'social and economic. demand were
accorded trk..q treatment. Job requirements im industry
represeD1 ispert of demand, and the charge was leveled
that "vocational education, is irresponsible if it doesn't

C
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get into job analysis" (615). This comment represented only
one of a possible class of environmental concerns related to
the private sector. Finally,'some attention was pkid to the
demands of students. Young people vere.described as'the
aultimate clientele" for education, and the discdssion
centered around the relevance of the teaching to the
benefits of the student, concluding finally with'a question:
"what are we doing for these young people?" (191-192).

/'

.3F.comEendations

The central problem for state planning in the area
:abelled environmental demand is the imprecision with which
the demand is perceived by the states. This was refldcted
time and again during the conferences by participants who in
one way or another expressed the same complaint: "We don't
snow from time to time what our role is" (776). This
uncertainty takes a toll throughott the planning process. in
part because vocational educators do not know exactly how to
respond to environmental, situations \tibey cannot define
precisely, and in part because their time is spent in
at 'tempts to define what they shodld be responding to rather
'Alan planning the response.

Recommendations to alleviate this problem took two
forms. first, there were suggestions that an attempt be
nade 'to obtain or generate >a better statement of a national

vaissian ;for vocational education (731). This notion was
?Tufported in severaL forms including such ideas as asking
"the Council of 2conomic Advisor's to give some idea of
occupational outlets and of the national objectives, in
terms of . manpower composition, that would give [the
,!ocational educator] guidance as to what, his 'priorities
night be" (597). The other suggestion, and the one norm
broadly accepted, was to seek the establishment of a
-aational manpower policy. In particular, as one participant:
noted, "we need a manpower policy with a clear-cut statement
of the role of education" (758). The rationale for the
4evelopment of a national manpower policy, as opposed to a
2olicy which would cover simply vocational education, rested
n the feeling that vocational education was a partner in
:he national manpower goal of full employment, but.not the
sole responsible agency.

. . formal education, as we see it in
public vocational education, is just part of the
ball game. We need [the Department of] Labor to
sit down ,with use4the artment of] Commerce to
sit down with us, we ne d ther [groups] to sit
down to form a commissio . . . to try to identify
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the major components that go into manpower needs°
manpower training needs, of the country and then
try to divide it up. , 0 . Public education

expertise really falls in handling these
kinds of things,, they should' be responsible for it
(765).

The establishment of a national manpower policy might then
lead to the ability of individual states to adopt manpower
policies of their own, consistent with the national policy
(752-753). The recommendation from the conference
participants was summarized excellently as fcillows:

One, establish./ a comprehensive national
manpower development policy with a . clear
definition of roles , and responsibilities. Two-
establish a clearly defined planning process for
implementing the coiprehensive national Manpower
development' policy, *, And, three, establish the
guidelines to be .followed in the, appropriation
[for] a comprehensive :national manpower
development plan. (A) . Under that, clearly
identify the components to be 'included in the
plan; and (B) clearly identity the roles and
responsibilities related to each component (778-
779).

With a'recoamendation made to establish a national
manpower policy, the .conferees addressed themselves to the
problem 'of how such, a policy could be created. A suggestion
that the task be 'given to an existing-group, such as the
Federal Committee on Education ithich involves 26
governmental agencies concerned with educationi was objected
to on the grounds that !gas long as you put together the
people that.'already have a piece of the-action, they won't
give up any part of itw (767). The alternative suggested
was the establishment of an independent body of people
appointed by the President of the United States.- Such a

body would set up manpower policy and spell out roles (767).
Some way would altio have to be developed to get both the
President and congress to Nendorse such a panel so that they
will listen,to their recommendations when they come out"
(768).. The solution to this problem, as well as that of
providing the necessary documentation.to indicate the extent
of the need for such a committee, might be found in asking a
number of t_independent groups such as the lational
Manufactureft° Association, the O. S. Chamber of Commerce,
organized labor, and the Vocational Education Advisory-
Council to call upon the President to institute a commission
(777). It was felt that, the American Vocational
Association, which has liaison with these groups, could help
generate this actiOn (777).
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Another problem noted by the conference. participant's
may be amenable to solution-. through the cooperation of
private agencies such as the Aeerican Vocational Association
and ;the federal legislators and administrators.' This
problem relates to the communication between the federal
,lever represented bythe U. S. Office of Education and the
states,. and to the-problems presented. by data requirements
to satisfy federal agencies. In .this area it is- recommended
that the AVA and interested persons or groups call to the
attention of the Congress the difficulties entailed in the
acquisition of data and enjoin Congress to work with the
Office of Education to develop a body of data specificationi
which will be suitable to both Congress and the federal
bureaucracy. This body of specifications should then be ,,
made available to the states so that they can plan in
advance for the routine acquisition of data for federal
purposes.
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e SCCIAL AND ECONOMIC SUPPCRT

It is axiomatic that state departments of vocational
education can not achieve desired results independently of
the social and economic environmental influence. The
multitude of external events, lectors and conditions that
interact with system action' to produce a joint result are
collected in the concept of social and economic support.
Suck support can be passiire, as in the case of public
accOtance of program innovations, or active, as in the
resistance to system change by strikes.or failures to pass
local bond referenda.'

A prime economif environcant for vocational education
is the marketplach Its pervasive influence on vocational
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education is reflected by the comment, "You can give thi

awful lot' of money to some places and nothing happens as a
result . .. the kids domct . get a job" (255).. Yet the
idealistic goal of,career education that every student exit
Yith a marketable skill seems to ignore the fact that
attaineent of this goal is dependent upon the,e being a job
available for every Student. Lack of support in terms of
employment opportunities *either leaves program graduates
unemployed or -forces the* to seek employment in fields often
unrelated Xo program content. Vocational agriculture was
offered as a specific example of the 'latter case, where 4

declining ovortunities decrease program-related employment.

Public support of vocational education is also
influenced by the perceived marketability of vocational
educatiOn versus higher education. "If going to college
means a superior chance of getting a job, because of the way
employers he have, you are going to have a hard 'time
convincing the parentsof kids that you should cut down is
the college [preparatory] and change to vocational'
education" (622) In a time when all of education is coming
under fire regarding the relationship 'of education tc
success in the adult world, vocational educators are feeling
the pinch to an even greater degree. "Vocational education
is always on the defensive . ." (798), as one state
director put it., "In vocational education they are coming
to. you and saying how' many jobs, how much money do they
earn? Th4y never say prove that the general education or
college, grad curriculum high school student really did well"
(798) . Perhaps this stems from the fact that vocationa
educators are more specific with regard to the puipose which
the education they are providing is supposed to serve.
Whatever, the reasons, vocational educators are asked to
provide information about the social and economic support
for their educational product. At present, relatiiely fear
states appear to be able to provide this information at all
well.

The wisdom of the assumption-of unilateral educational
responsibility for employment was questioned by one conierea
who inquired, "Why do you [discussant] take the burden 'of
full employment on vocational education ?" (1031). He went
on to note that it does not necessarily follow that
vocational education can serve to reduce unemployment rates.
The obvious solution is for vocational education to "train%
.people in such a way . . that they are going to be better
able to get jobs,' (1034).. The problem is that little is
known about the ."relationship between training and jobs,*
and, furthermore, "it is not exactly clear what you do in
order to find out" (1034). Training for jobs, even if Ce,e
jobs do exist, IR/es not contribute to full employment "if

4111411/4.
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i',114 people who could hire them don't really want to hire
them" (1034), Hiring restrictions, 'job quotas and the -
difficulty of getting trained, students '- past union'
examinations all attest to the power of economic and social
environment to shape employment outcomes.

One of the serious problems influencing federal support
for vocational education was perceived to center around the

)

intearetation of what vocational education
is really all about., to the policy-maker, to the .

people,making decisions as to where to allocate
funds, what we are talking about in terms of
legislation, what-the program is all about (741).

There was express complaint that not hl personnel' in the
office of Education had a comprehension of. vocational
education as extending beyond "preparatory training at the
secondary level" (734). Federal suppOrt in general was seen
as agency-specific with "no articula4onl between or among
agencies at any level, to. speak\ of" , (700). Federal
guidelines for planning were regarded 'as "not necessarily in
conformity with the original intent of planning for use by
the people who have to operate them" (130). Lack, of federal
support for state-level planning was evidenced by the
expected non-availability of Title V ESEA planning
resources. Federal requests for plans for indirect cost
were seen as more for the earmarking of funds and fot
keeping systems from putifing too much in administration than
for support of the planning process.

The role of the state in the planning process received
considerable attention. A former state director commented:

when you have a goverhor that comes in and changes
administrative organization and transfers
postsecondary vocational education to a community
college system where in the past it had been with
the state board of education,/ that Rakes a big
difference it the plan (558)

As with federal agencies, poor communication between state
agencies resulted in "separateness of planning" of various
state educational agencies. Although perhaps overstated for
emphasis, the comprehensiveness of the communication gap was
evidenced by the comment that there was "no articulation
between local educational agencies, state agencies, regional
offices and federal-level planning" (700).

The isolation of vocational education, as evidenced by
4 the failure of "a lot of states" to inc).ude vocational
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education as a sission of education, was regarded as a

serious, impediment (15). The difficulty is compounded in
*that h... it°S quite difficult when you look at mission
statements in vocational eddcation'to see how they relate
[to 3 the overall educational mission statement" (683)..

Education is presented to the public as an integrated social
function in competition for state support yet "our
separation within vocational or among vocational and all
other educational enterprises is a thing that is really
plaguing us" (961-962). Relationships between state
departments of education, institutions of higher education
and local education agencies-were evaluated by one state
director as ". . going further apart rather than finning
up good relationships" (1061). Deterioration of local
educational agency support was affirmed by another state
director who reported that *over the last ten years what has
evolved is that a thfrd of the schools have almost nc
industrial arts programs. Principals have let it drop"
(980)

Support provided by state advisory councils was also
not above criticism. There was a recurring charge of lack
of communication between state directors and their advisory
councils., Advisory councils were characterized as being
generally too negative in their appraisal and concerned
mainly, with /the. discrepancies between things planned and
things done, rather than things that should be done. Lack
of involvement of "enough representative kinds of people" in
advisory councils and other equivalent agencies precludea
making "involvement actually work like it ought to" (720).
Involvement in order to work was seen to require "a
relationship, federal, state, local, so that each knows what
its role is and each knows what its responsibilities are"
021).

That such an integrative functional relationship is
presently lacking in American education was unanimously
affirmed by the conference. A significant amount of the
blame was attributed to federal inability to formulate a
clearly interpretable national mission for education and to
act in support of that mission. State directors felt that
they "ought not to be in April talking about what we shoulo
have been doing last July. . . If they are telling us to
plan five years down the road, then there should be some
kind of national commitment to support a five-year projected
plain" (729). Dissatisfaction was expressed with the system
of resource appropriation--a support system in which

. . we have to wait until the year is eight months along
beforp we know where we stand on our ability to support a
plan on which they have done everything . . except the
appropriations" (731) .
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A:t:louciL seen as stemming primarily from a lack of a

definitive national mission statement for vocational
education, the problem of "what vocational education is and
who do we serve" (740) has implications for support acroas
many facets of the social and economic environment. One
state director wondered how to educate Congress, Office of
nanagement.and Budget, Office of Education, Depactsest of
Labor and other vaguely defined decision-akecs who by their
budgetary decisions knowingly or unknowingly chart Ilse
course of vocational education (737). nightly or wrongly,
the mission of vocational' education is implied by CoMgcese
to be confined to secondary progress and actually ',when we
look at it in terse of money, look in terns of people, that
apparently is the mission that vocational ',avocation has,"
(738).

since many agencies share in the function of helping
people to become employed, support for vocational education
becomes fractionated. shat is perceived as seeded is

. . a sore adequate articulation, interfacing
betweep vocational educational agencies and other
agencies such as Naspower and the whole dimension
of educations' delivery systems. . . Certainly
at the national level it doesn't seem it's being
done. At the local level, . . it is sot done
and that is one of our biggest problems (732).

vocational education at the state level does not adegentely
recognize the supportive contribution of ehatos going eia is
private industry, private schollso other agencies and 10
forth" (711) .

The first problem relating to social and economic
support outlined by conference participants was that of
assessing the economic support in the marketplace for the
product of vocational education systems and the concomitant
issue of conveying the nature of this support tc. the public
at large. Both of these problems appear to sies from the
lack of information which could be provided by a detailed
follow-up system for vocational education students. Taking
cognizance of this fact, the conference participants
discussed the development of follow-up systems for
vocational education at sone length. The most specific
recommendation related to the development of follow-up
nystomn stailAr to those iprestefttl-7 n existence in at least
two states (Bee Turk and Pennsylvania) waere follow -vp data
sre managed by social security number. The advantages of
such a system include the provisios of positive



.dent.iltatioL which prevents dup1icatiom, and the
potentia! for gathering information at a later date. is 004
state a ptc)ect is underway to follow up vocational
education students through the social security member ens
:"he state income tat (204). The spites has its drawbacks;
for *awl.. as the state director soted, wit is costimg ss
rt. bucket of doz.gh (20), but it is capable of providleq
6etaile0 follov-ep infoisatios. it protest, this is a
single &tit*, tut it could be 0'11811408 to the federal level
by using the federal tacos* tar end the figtioSerr of
2UCIPWRISAALIIIP;

The federal iettree (tea) tots has 4 little
box for docuiestatios and it has a Social security
Huber . . them I have no more problems . . . .

You cat have a losgitedisal spites followinq that
petsr,n through life 12961.

Such a system would require the cooperation of the federal
government with the !ksidividual states; however, ewes the use
of a common data acquisition samagenest aches. by social
necutity numbers sight go a long way toward promoting a
common data base among states for follpw-up purposes.

lecommendetioss beyond this suggestion were difficult
to obtain. The spates suggested could provide losgitedisai
data on incase, job title, atitt wattle, history tot every
student *siting a vocational edscatios progres--admittedly
considerably more inforsatioa this is 'clicrestly available.,
However, the', was considerable 418w/comet Isosg
cotsference participants regardimg adtlitiosel isforestios
which might be collected is a follow-up system, sad
diselvmmaost o'er who should take the ['impossibility for
4:012ecting tuti infuriation. :444 participasts felt tko
responsibility should reside at the local level (SOS);
others suggested it be carried out by the Miecation
commixsion of the States (SOSO. Co clear-cot
recoevendations in these areas were foctimosisg.

r

Leaving aeid the question of responsibility, it is
apparent that the capability for mamdatiaq tie developsest
of follow-up systems does reside at the state level.
Therefore, it is recossende4 that each state act . to
establish a policy 'sedating the developsent of in state
system' to: following up students who emit fres the
vocatioial education system and that follow -up records be
maintained by Qocial security number to facilitate the
f4t4:.te leyteL(4344ent of any national system of record - keeping.

probless identified by conference participants
re/Jilted to the rote of advisory councils and Aeficiescies is
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interagency cossusicatios. A detailed recouseadatios
covering several aspects of the tole of advisory councils
appears later is this report aid will sot be disci/Weed here.
with regard to the 'noble's of interagency cossesicatios,
there is little a state agescy for vocatiosal education cas
do regardisq the attitudes toward cossesicatios held by
other agescies, but a great deal it cam do about its owe
attitude. Specifically, it is recossesded that agescy
policies be isstituted which would require cossultatios with
appropriate other state agencies aerial the plassisq process
mad that this reglicesest also be extesded to. require
pleasures to show proof of their cosseltatios both with the
other age/facies and trite plassers at the local level.
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CuTCONES

Cra

Society seems slowly to be Militia§ tovard a cescets
for egeality and social justice as the prevents, values of
a post-iedustrial society. The coscats tot equality is
articulated through equal oppottesitysthe belief that the
opportunity to share f.w. the sateciel rewards of society
should be slimily distlAbeted. Idecatios has estil recestly
alsost seiversally bens accerted as the sees* tot
opportunity egualisatios. Shore's the Asith-Seges Act sad
the George-Sudan Act Wised as the pupas* of focatiosal
etecatios 'Ito fit far useful esployeestt the Vocatiosal
Bducatioe Act of 1963 *eight to saints's, extend and isptevs
etdecatiosal progress . . . so that persons of all set is
all cossesities of the state . . rill have ready access to



geld! a, '114-7 :frt2,11!):7: Rrr
tv rtcvilir.o indiv:duals, with ur,;raded jot

skills, sakir..; Cher genre cowretitise ir. !Le lator market.
:hcreessod 'or skills of ttc,st rrtsiosly urstilled
suprostolr,r,iiss,s ircluctisitv wt:ict resul4s 1:n iscreasee
ittl:rad6a1 ir.c.le and W41,,PC. atoitionall),
educational opportulaities through ready access supposedly
reduces the supply of low-skill later and itcteases the
supply of skilled lator thereby- serving tc equalize the
distribution cf lacome. Given these assumptions, vocational
elefication strives "to provide to qzality, diversified
occupational otferinu for all levels and all ages of people
ani 41: kihds Gf ryclic" rt4al. let, the cutcowes have beer
%t.CA% es tc- lead 4, least one Participant to conclude that

. eta, rust olaribq failure of vocational
eduratior. [is- tte 'ispariti :etwoon r' istertiorr and cnr

.

Perhaps partial explanation for the disparity is that
the egalitarian goal of "'ready access" to "top quality
diversified occupational offecitias has teen superimposed os
the sure traditional, pcageatic goal of fitting for ',useful
employment." The result vas lees that vocational education
Beets to rrovide ready access to vocational training
primarily tot the ptagsatic putpose of training people for
eeploysentr Tre roint was made that with lieited budgetary
resources sett.- los: (of the vocational educator! is

the resources which he has to turn out reepl who
arc Mitt JIVt ." 17

ror or ski:1s is
tLio :ccatioral education assumes reuvonsirlity tot
prodhacirj ok,t(.0.4. an employed, productive and satisfied
worker over which it has at test only limited control.
This rearonsibi)ity carries with it a host of problems.
Change In prc,gtal content say not keep pace with chamOng
lob cailitthocus leacliwg tc the pogsitility of training for
lots tsar dect paint and optogressinl kids tor oLlivion"
(607). As cm, conferee charged, 'Tnp of the lost
irresponsifle things that one can do is to produce kids with
skills for which there is no market" (WAI. The emphasis or
marketability as led to an 'ac;:ouritatf!ity math, that
program graduates shwill find initial esr!,:rvrt in related
lob areas. This assumes that the itrefsitr, of s schcol
student to esp:ore an auto alechatics f.:c14's*, lot instance,
is i frig ,7.31PWI ski -rjcAttatti cSutmtiOt IM
somehow to blase if "yowi traih t, .s in isto mechanics and
ther. he loos scsething else" COIS1. Fe,endary tenefits
such as irciessei tolditl tower of stlart+ as a res:A
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the introduction of ar air-conditiQrfro ccul!--e re
ccountarflity Fol.:Its when enploystility is the privy
criterion. The question was raised that "maybe tie reasor
that vocational trainees wind up in unskilled and seal-
skilled jots is that sone part of what they learned wasn't
what they needed. to know" (1037). It was also uuggested
that perhaps vocational educatios graduates advance faster
"once they learn something about the particuler clime they
are working." Unfortunately, these kinds of questions were
not seen as answerable aiven the current information
collected by vocational education *Wee*.

A counterpoint to the esployability philosophy was
offered ty a state director who noted that:

It say very well to that the greatest thidg that
happens to our boys and girls is vocational
education is that they do leers to plan, they do
learn to attack a problem, they do learn to follow
directions, they do learn to work safely, they do
learn to cooperate with people cad eves if they do
get a job in something else that vocational
training tan teen very valuable to them (10le).

The ultimate desirability of these. skills and the
probability of their attainment costs with as aavironsset
whose demands and supports are largely beyond the control of
vocational education plassers.
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1:eii bvtii tor flanging world to i 'lurid aitholt
k,a1A140 ccAtt4Ints. Planting odels sees to to ornersted
for such a world lackirq boxes lateled talky logislatute°,
"ocal pitSsgto groups°, or '"political otligation°.
Howevat, the aOrld of the practical planner is full of these
bozos and tatty sore with latels lit. "operational
procedures". "state goals ", and established policy. The
former group are informal aspects of the planner's jot.
Both (gaups say t combined and described as constrairts,
unite consttainTs are unierztuoi IS lisitatiotis 06 tit*

planning process. Planners do not plan in a vacuum; they
plan within an overall operational and organizational

,Itezt whicL constrains then throagh vither forms/ of
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informal sethods to take or forego particular planning
routes. In the model (see Figure 4) a number of different
types of constraint upon the planning process are shown,
both formal and informal. The material collected Iron the
conference relating to these areas was extensive.

92 ctsa Goals

Constraints represent limitations on the scope or type
of action which may be taken is particular circumstance.
sot all constraints 'are bad for they surely prescribe
reasonable boundaries for consideration. In the case of
vocational eAncation planning, missions and goals represent
healthy const lats. They she Id lisit the scope of
consideration to field which can :de handled. For example,
the knowledge mission relating to vocational education
tells the plc er that he seed not worry about a seed is his
area for new water supply. another agency, whose issiot
or goals relate to water supply will handle this problem.
that is of most importance to the planner is vocational
education is a knowledge and appreciation of his mission ane
'goals and an organization of that knowledge so that it can
be used operationally to reader judgmest on problems is
planning. It is apparent from the results pt the
conferences that there cilia in this area in
vocational education. This is not entirely the fault of the
states. Vocational education, as an rea.of study, is in a
state of change. as one long-time state director of
vocational education noted: line thought of vocational
education as being retraining or training directly for
employment. Vow, of coarse, it is broadened . .61 (4!).
Ives the expects at the conference disagreed, often
veleiettly, togardlag shot vocational edocatlos is, how it
is characterized, and the nature of its goals. The lack of
cosec's aveesent among vocational educators has led to a

considerable discrepancy in mission statements both among
states (70S-7,6) and among agencies involved in what sight
be called vocatiosal edecatios (734). Problems relating
to the discrepancy is Missies sttesests 'swig states are
sometimes manifested to those outside vocational education.
Is particular, Congress has obtained a view of vocational
education an highly fractionated as result of its review
of vocational education services offered. One state takes a
narrow view of vocational education and lists small
percentage of all persons served; as adjoining state may use

broad definition of vocational education and show three
tines as easy students served eves though it has only half
the population f756). It is difficolt at boot to exploin
discrepascies such as this to Congress or agencies like tie
Office of namgesest asd Budget (7,6).
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arother eit4ekt of the definitional' plohler thAt
broad definitions often lead to, allencorcsing stl'orents
vo;_ich incide the activities of other agencies the
general rubric c:f vocational education. For ex4rple. Que.
Jefinition offeled at the conference characterizfea P37va:a
u.edical School as a vocational institution, since ste4ery
'institution which starts out with the purpose of giving you

skill to use in the marketplace is in the business of
vocational education . ." (21). ether definitions posed
similar problems. Ome broad offering which characterized
vocational education as "something that happens to people to
help people become employed" was objected to on the grounds
that it would include programs in 'the Veterans
Administration, Lator Cepartaint, and Department of Coxmerze
(697). It appears likely that the cause of this
definitional problei is an inability on the ratt of
vocational educators to interpret the role of vocational
education in helping to achieve national goals for satpower
development. Unfortunately, there is neither an overall
national manpower policy (695) not an articulated national
plan for vocational educlation (700) which would provide
vocational educators with the, means to interpret their
proper role- Thus, each state develops its own operational
definition, based presumably on whatever philosophy of
vocational education is prevailing at the tile. The result
is the fragmented national picture of vocational education.

he utility of a mission statement it a state agency
for vocational education rests in the use of the mission tO
ilentify problems as they relate to the mission and to
generate goate and objectives within the framevo:k of too
TiShic0 so th41 solutions to the problems can be fuund

'="=""' 1!,(Atarre, ie not tiply at abstract ntstemelt
st,at an agency is concerned with, tut rather the toginninos
of at operatiOnal definition of the boundaries of inte:est
for that agency. The definitional prone, in vocational
education has led to the problem of fragmented aad °Ito'
poorly stated sisskon statements of the various states, aid
this in turn has led to difficulties in derelopin4 laYunal
oala and otjectiwee for vocational edatation wihil, I 14

states. As one conference participant noted, "I cl(wi'
you can state any goal in such specific terms ther .-iwt he
disagreement about it, and disagreement about how 1% to
be complied with" (68-69) - Further docusentation c this
probles was provided by a state advisory council 111..sit.(4, Nide

at. still in the process of trying to learn how t. carry
(vocational education Mission statements) fuatnt than
pitting th=a im tta stato it0)) If ti-,1,; riiTatk

represents a generalized problem, it mom that 3" 4t:±5

are having difficulty in using their mission st4teavnts
operationally to generate goals, objectives and 4,J14tione.
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It is noteworthy that at least oneste:f. : 114
Rot view mission statements as a proble4. Hi! Irtc:' r .:tided

purposc as identical to that stated in to
Education. Amendments of 1968 (684) and c..onte4.0c,1 that 0
attempted to follow that put-pole (689).
however, felt that there were significant r.,-Gbleas ct

interpretation is the 1968 Amendments.
notion was the comment- that the Jt ttA
Asendments copes through the filter ,ot tederal
bureaucracy, and even those in the U. s. of
Education, outside the vocational education area.. 4relll tc
view vocational education as limited to preparacry tr4inang
at the secordsty level (73k)

1t'2112_*D4..iting. There is a political Niae the
problem of missions and goals as well. St,,tte Boils get
vocational education reflect the values of thcs whl set the
goals; at least to some degree, and they *1st) 711 explicit
those, values., In a particularly candid obse:latioq. ()Le

participant noted: "I contend that very, very few heaps are
over 'left out, of a plan inadvertently. The LeAsoa that

. so-called disadvantaged groups were left oJt hao .

nothing to do with oversight, it had to to with tr!(-1 iit cif

values which wound up as specilied ival" (12').
This, combined with the fact that roliticians sly rrter t(

present a moving target to their opposition. w4v 10:cii;e

serious constraint on the setting of goals for 4..Ce.1C.IA:
education in a state. Those responsible for )psi et!iny
would rather have the goals specified only 1- .s-;) a%i Jr a

short term basis.

Therefore, it appears that there i4 A Si4111ficitAt

proble its ptewidiaq the healthy cont*"At- r-rsemPtAs4 ty
missions and goals for state-level planners in rok:ativnel
education. These constraints ate needed to help goo
direction and purpose to the planners' activities. factors
ailltating against the devolopsent of these tsneficial
constraints include the lack of a clear definition of
vocational education, the absence of a*national plan fot
either vocational education or manpower devel.41gnt, tti
lack of clearly defined state missions, an the desire or
the part of some not to be pinned down to a statement of
goals vhiCh sight sake their values explicit and Thus
attackable.

taigiti-124-fLUI411L41,-1114-2Zialiiti2DIL

Cue the natuze uf the T.unteLmti....., - !!t!_,tin.;

backgrounds of the participants. ielatlielf Aitilv
infatuation was collected with regard to 1.011,- ins ono
procedures. Obviously, conference participa,ti c 'Id not



afford to interest theaselves in specific state ic::cles or
structure to any degree without risk that entire
conference degenerate into a discussion of states' specific
issues. however, some information was collected qeneric
probless in these areas such as the funding of planning
operations, Fretless in training, and personnel
difficulties_

Toth organizational structure and specific policies and
procedures operate as constraints on the planning process.
The effects of these constraints say be either beneficial or
harmful. A ',good" policy, like a well-defined gee',
provides a guideline which helps to limit Choices of a:tion
and reduce uncertainty. A "bad" policy 'is one, which
restricts too stringently and cute off viable of3titss.,
Often those who recognise "bad" policy and circumvent it
become known with respect as persons who can "cut red tape.
Alternatively, a "weak" policy say not be restrictive
enough. for example, in state-level planning, advisory
councils 4'14 the input of ordinary citizens sight bU deemeo
beneficial. However, it appears, that some states make
felatively little use of this input. According to one
participant, in some states the state directors of
vocational education do not even meet with the State
Advisory Council (294). Another participant cited the lack
of involvement of local people in the planning process
(981). In yet another state, the policy stated iu the
Vocational Education Act of 1963 which requires public
involvement in the planning process is satisfied by a single
public hearing (115). The first two examples indicate a
lack of established policy (or s policy of
noncossunication); the la*t example illustrates a weak
policy; or weak isteleamstfAitinft, In both typAft the

net effect is a reduction of relovant law int() 'hc
planning proceEs

Another aspect of the context of reratins is the
planning staff- -its ability, training and the structure
Within which it must operate. There is a disti.Ict lock of
planners with ability which may be traceable to a lack of
training available for planners.. At present no one appears
certain who should bear the responsibility f4_ su.:11 6

training. In the case of state plans req4;.1t,d ty the
federal government, sone participants felt th'i 77-eltonal

offices of the Department of Health, Educatl,:a mid seltiare
should tear the training responsibility; hoverer "4que of
them do and some of then don't" (49)). In any is the
iadivilual slags have little sores f;;;n

training programs for their own staff, and telesai Froirams
which might have provided money to assist in t1.4 p144nkill
process have not teen forthcoming (9), The
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managerial structure for planning also contributes is share
of problems.. Many states still ref' in a,- Structure 0:ganized
by occupational field. To quote One'petticipant...

They take their state allocation and --he}
it up into seven pieces and give the ag guys their
chunk, and the home ec gals their chunk, and the T
& I people their piece, and everybody goes off
with a pocketful oVeoney and they iniest it as
they see fit (200). This process may represent
"resource allocation,* but it is scarcely a

description of articulated planning.

In addition to the problems noted above, conference
participants also identified staff turnover as a factor it
both the inconsistency of state planning (1069) and problems
in long-range planning where staff may not-be.around to see
the planning implemented'. These problems are compounded by
turnovers at other levels. Changes in administration affect
the stability of the planning process both at the agency
level where state directors change and at the executive
level where changes is political leadership often' bring
different points of view (558). Particularly, in a new
administration there,appears to be a period of inertia chile
new political styles and priorities are sorted cut (546).,

ne_Dralikips gl_kiisiiIits

Priorities represent another area of forma: constraint
in the context of operations. The application 02
priorities, once formed, affects the entire planning process
from the formulation of problems to the final selection ono
leplementstion process. Boveverr the methods by vhict
priorities are decided remain elusive; furtheraore, thy
point during the planning processst which priorities are
decided is by ao means clear., There vas considerable
discussion throughout the conference as to whether
priorities should be fixed at the level of goals ;918,4641
or objectives (943,9%8) or whether it is a contilluing
process which fluctuates with new inforaatics luriac each
step in planning (948).

In certain cases, "this priority is a sufetieposed
priority that is not acceptable" (454) tut in the interests
of qualifying for the federal dollar, becomes d constraint
within which the planner must vork, f.?)at ISI at

appropriations be spent on the disadvantaged. Similar
testtictioe* may be applied at the stat for the
expenditure of state-appropriated monies :4'2), which
introduces the danger of "two sets-of pr:-orities, one a
priority and one a hidden agenda" (455).
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In addition to the constraints e:seady n(Ite:1, (ire

nany others both formal and informal which we t'a;,

together simply hecause there is no rubric tc rover al:
:'he constraints identified in the following retu:rt.s
re familiar to many persons involved in '1.c

process, And indeed many more might be kisted

Perhaps the west important informaL constraint i this
'-ategcry is the whole area of "politics.," There arc
political constraints on the planning process:, whether
educators would like them or not 4196-197)., In fart, cn,
participant observed that " planning without rolit!,7:z it d

paper exercise. Bost educators are scared t.. flce
politics because they pretend to be' pure" (561). While tr.,Is
rather pungent remark was not allowed io pass rrtested,
conference paricipants did seem in general agrectert t!Av
political factors such as administrative supTott of
support for particular concepts, goals or apprcal.:res Lau
considerable weight. Indeed, the politics of planLiny are
often subtle since they are easily confused with lc.gitizare
response to environmental circumstances. One partic!pant
suggested that planners needed to recognize onderIyi.nq
revolutions in society, such as women's liberati,_t and the
changing attitude toward the blacks (37-38). While there
examples are undeniably social movements which deserve tine
recognition of the planner, it is difficult to separate' thc
politics of these movements, from the reality of U;i: s;Ial
change. When a new administration sets a priority, the
planner has little choice but to follow it reyardlt,es
whether his data lead him independertly to 0.e Ear',

Another problem for planners is the rcct:-::it}
conform to. multiple sets of regulations. Some,

aro imposed by the state governments, sone by the ftd4na;
At tines, when there is co-mingling of fundst, there 1J M

rizeable problen it the sorting out of these regulations
thw satisfaction of both regulating groups (.'49-75C).
Related to this problem are other areas ct c,tatutciy
restriction. For instance, some states give planners little
flexibility in the allocation of state funds (1(1°5-I006)
Cne participant offered the observation tholt *ninety to
'ninety-five percent of the money is already comritted"
(1004-1005). This often means that planners are constrained
to work within specific budgets, determining first Low :Lch
is availatle and then how to spend it, rather t. ran actalif
planning against need.
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In summary, the section of the model we haJe
as the "Context of Operations" contains a wide range of
problems relating to the climate in which the ilaanlag
process takes place.. Certainly not all states hale each
problem noted, nor say the problem; always exist to the
degree suggested. Severtheless, it appears clear the
climate for planning at the state level is not -iniforaly
pleasant and there are many areas in which ti,e states
themselves can work to improve their own internal planninc
environment..

prommondation

The development of a mission statementand from that
the goals and objectives for planning--is one of the most
important parts of the context of operations. as noted
above, state 'missions for vocational education have become
fragmented through the lack of a cannon definition of
vocational education and a sense of the proper role of
vocational education within the overall manpower development
effort. Some aspects of this problem, particularly those
relating to the clarification of the role of ' vocational
education in the national senpower development effort, have
been treated in the area of social and economic d4mand. In
this section we offer specific recommendations relating to
missions, goals, and objectives as yell as to the areas of
training, organizational constraints, and the climate for
planning.

one consent by a conference participant captured, in
the abstract, one reason for mission statements in all
planning activities when he noted: "We sometispg sake
decisions and we

trot

realize that there at certain
assumptions we are tot conscious of. I almys say that
whenever a- decision -maker makes a dici...on he is operating
under a4 kinds of assumptions. .. o ?boy ought to be
stated" (109)., The mission statement in vocational
education is the first cut at making the assumptions
underlying the planning process explicit. We have already
noted the extensive problems involved in the development of
mission statements for vocational_ kiucation and there were
two specific recommendations addressed to overcoming these
problems. The first recommendttion recognized the
difficulty of obtaining a national policy statement and
suggested a pragmatic state -b; -state approach in which
states would 'determine what aspect of education they are
going to assume the responsibility for, then set up a plan
in order to accomplish those objectives and to detefaine the
fiscal resources to accomplish it' (430-431, This
recommendation encompasses not only vocational education,
but implies as well an articulated state mission for



edu,-atior in gerfral. The fragmentation cf vocation*:
educsticn nctee: earlier as a erodes would still cttaiti
',Dlie,Orf an /xilicit rendering of the assusptions ezderlyirc
all of educational planning sight result in a state-ty state
improvement cf the planning piocess, An alternative
recosienJatic,r toot a broader vi.w. ut* pert:(ipant
s.lcwrtei thAt 4 gicup of people from researct izofessional
associati(na in vocational education, and state directors
flpt tcgetter and, as he put it.

. have a meeting for several del,* very
quietly, and say, *Look, for the next couple of
years let's agree os three or tour things . if
vs have any disagreeseats, ve art going to
disagree among ourselves, but we are not going to
disagree on the Bill (Congress), ve are not going
to disagree on 7th sad D (U. S. Office of
Education:* (191).

This latter represents a rather Machiavellian conception
which, if it could be implemented, sight go long way
toward unifying and standardizing the concepts upon which
planning would be tamed.

Another important point with respect to elision
statesents is that they represent point-in-time statements
of philosophy. It should be recognised that planning is
process and every aspect of planning, including the mission
should be expected to undergo change. Thus, one
recomeendation from state director was as follows.

I think the process is the thing that needs
to be emphasised. And every element in the
product you are trying to produce is only
tentative product. The mission itself is a

tentative mission. As the needs of the people
change, that 'Lesion statement better change. The
objectives . . had better change; and the plan
for attaining the objective . . had fetter
change (712).

"One of the objectives of planning (that is, th.z

planning process itself) is to get statement of goals"
(77). These goals are a further step in leaking explicit the
assumptions 'under which the planner is operating. Goals
should not be stated broadly or in arcane language, but
rather expressed "so the people can understand them, and to
indicate to society what you plan to do, so they can have
sole kind of an indication where you are going . . and
also measure that in terms of the output:, the product" (68-
65)., According to one participant, :hen you set goals yoI,



are tryinq en,isiot areas cf service" ,) f). t t tie
setti;1 of goals is not the responsitility tr, platrei
f,iese:t. it ;,t, t!e lesionsitility of those it v

capatity. lot the placnet, goals she :d to vat, of
tte ,_ontelt An whlt he worts, the tschgto,.:t1 aqs;rs wt,ict

do:el:4s tis plans (44-67) .

lhe only $0olestirn offered with lebirtt tv ,W't1"06
Was recosseridation that obje.Aives bf ssated in
measurable terms. "Any plan is going to bare c: al::." sail
one state director. "Tog can go from :tone vet! broadly
e tated ;eels dciym Anse agars specific ohlectivez twat ate
gdantified in tech a way that yon can stast:re lot(
achievement against thcse objectives', (57-54, also la,.

Anotter sigtiticast problem has hell tie lack 41
trained platmers, and the conference addressed this rtotles
in some depth. It appears that teacher education
institutions al's unlikely to be turning cut g:adlates
trained to do planning. This say be dee, in part, to poor
relationships existing between universities and state
departments of education (907-964). The alternative to
Tarsal education is some type of onthe-jell experience, be
it epnrenticeship, internship, or on-the- lob training.
Conference participants were strong in their suppott of
these methods fcr training planning personnel. 'Training it
a wort situation," said one participant, swill protat:y ha..
ine payoff to produce the kind of individuals It!lat states

noel to do (planning] than three years of -graduate
education" (126(. idr staff already in place in planning
agencies, a variation of the internship appvoach was
suggested in which staff members would spend time is the
pl4nt1nq agencies of other state* Oat. Sisk:* ill state:
do not have the funds available to support an intw:n, score

mechanism needs to be found to allow the utilization of
these types of programs. Two seggestions were offered for
consideration. first, it might be possible to use Ink
(Education Professions Developsest AM money to support
internship progress in educational planning (1/5.. SeClnie
44 internship sight be combined with tarsal tcatilili
raooperative type of program: nefore you get y 0)1 final
degree, put tlgother your first batch of course. 41;,1 qo out
and use it and then come back and get the few wsef'41 tc;;;Is
you need" 4125).

In addition to these training recommendati)nn, the
sunjoct of inservice training for planners was tailed and
recognized as an important area of concern. nP i.27t,.ipant
phrased the recommendation eloquently: An effe_t,te pi4ce4s
of state program planning will never happen unls!a /o.) have
coupled with it a continuing inservice training progcars for
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those who are goitg to do . . . the plasnit MS).

cotference perticipaets idestified a protles
it state agency structure which say inhibit Flasital
efficiency. This probles was the sttlecteciag of the state
agency ty cccepatiosal fields such that each Wad was
wptortioned a share to isesst as they saw tit. Since sect a
process further fragsests as already dislcisted ptensib9
systes, it is recoeseado4 that those stet** which still
OliStlall as ocgasitatios acosad occspatiosal fields belie
the process of shifting that organisation to one which will
allow for sore afficiast agticulot*4 #14asisq.
possitle sodel for such a chase's would be the functional
orgasitation adopted by the O. S. Office of tdecetioe.
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The segmst of the model lateld 'problem formulations,
represents. tte collection of ',chemises Whip the state
agency which 'destines sitmAtioss is tae envicoshat and
tramilstes those situmtioas into overt's* or glprOaloW, tot
the spites to deal wits. Than are a hotter of both formal
aid isforeal 'Archaises to; this actitity is airy state
agency. The siteations which must be messed range !testily
across the entire specter:a of social and economic depend
from purely local protases to sattomally defined defends.
Iplotsotion from the sccial sod economic mswironmemt is
processed is the problem formulation area and 'passed is two
separate directions. Information regarding problems is

channeled is the direction of the formulation and ccapari*or
(
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cut alternatives. other types of isforacicr, :vaardlng
c.:1411 and ecotosic dossed, such as statements Li tat:C:!S:

priorities or goals, federal requitement* to Iroadstutet
cr state goals, are transmitted to the cettext of cpetatiurt
tc be isterrslited ty the cyst... Post cf t's
Imitated at the comtoreaces Telecast to probles tADIpL;,411_
e45, relates to the latter type of informatics,
rrobless in accutatel *MIMIC; demasCs sae, te er,v ltders:
ovetamest it. the tors of legislation or 4411111C ci.10*41tokb,
easy of these crotlems have bees discussed eltemsively 1:
the sections oft social and ecosomic dossed 484 the coatese
of operatiofts ass it is not Accessary to detail then agar's
sere. It is setticiest to sot. is passing that tr. states
ace having some difficulty is achieving a thorovon
widerateadiag of the federal latest sad they save been
*sable to adequately istecsalise isforeatios about &mead.
The 500141111211 used by the state agency tot vocatioaal
OUretiOa is assessing esvicossestal situations include
obtaining isforsatios from advisory councils, comausicatios
vith local agescied, personal contacts, and agency studies,
to nes, the lost obvious. Advisory cosacils, cossumicatiom
with local agencies, and agency studies represent clear sad
direct isfocsatiobal links to the eiviceseest. Persia's
contact is less clear aid sight be represented facially by
consultants or advisors called is specifically to assist the
agency or ty teptesestatives tree the executive branch, and
informally by representatives of the general public whc sake
their views known at public hearings or through
coctespostlisce. In addition to these, each state has a body
of procedures for submitting cogsosts from the local areas
to the stet* level. ?his say be done through standardised
fors: or propoaslaia abort, mutts, cbassels.

natty of the protleas is the areas sestiomed above are
state-specific and received little attention at tee
coftfereftce. As has been noted in other sections, this say
reflect either the relative absence of problems affecting
intrastate situations or the desire not to bog down' in
state-specific issues, or both. Coverer, some problems were
identified and there is a clear indication that the states
are experiencing some difficulties is problem torstaation.

Advisory councils can serve as a transmitter ct
information about the esvicossest to the planning agescy..
Thsir use is sot rostrieted solely to udvice about Ftubiia
foraulatiom--in tact, they say not be used as such in this
capacity as in others--though this is one aspect of their
function. The conference identified sole problems in the
relationship between advisory councils and planners in state
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ster!ar! cre!fstioral ptoceSetes. the ittorts: aLl4p,s
tics pocketing is sot ogle susceptible to treate*zt 4: a

report such as this. Poeiret, the accuracy at!
Alts sethcd protably varies greatly both titbit or3 sect,;
:Mates. Co the fcteal side of this becteeies, va-
eliietce itasettoe it the 41sctssios of thy :,r!erse:s
rfarticipasts which isdicsted that local ccaLett 'opt* ro
particelatly sell ttatsaittod, or at least were tc,t teceirc,
sell ty ilasfieg agencies. a somber of participar;
cateetteci spot the lace of articelatios betvees ;iccal area!
add the state level is the plush, process (700. 4060- V
fact, the gametal cossesse4 appears! to Seppett a *Astittetlt
that ettiCulat100 betimes all levels is the edfcatiow53
hierarchy ftos the local to the Rational vas lead/tit:etc

A state 41011c, 111,41,4114 14 plassisq for vocaticna:
edmcatios does 64110 a capability to gesocate direct
isforsatios os eavicossestal situations Mullets cos
gather available data, attasqe for studies. review the
*falsettos of satiate, or past progress sd is gooses' *

develop their ova body of istotsatios despised to sesse the
seeds of their client group. The lelsest for Proposals, say
also be used as as issttssest to qeseeete isforsatiom stout
local seeds. The priscipal problems which arise is this
area for the plassisq alescy relate to the quality aid
obtatiabiltty of data which will be coveted in later
section. As was sated ebde, coemeeicatioes with local
educational agescies are sot always of the best and
cossequostly, there say be difficulty is obtaimisg relevant
10"0 Ittartattet Se has ss the testes of otittitc
programs to detersive seeds is coacetsed, follow -up
tatormatios colevast to 'mows placesest is often
inadequate. Ives whets such tsfotsatios is available tot
the yeas issediately follovisq cosplation of a pewee. data
on subsequent years become harder to obtain (767, 766)
Without such kseeledra pleases. cassot sees, the seeds et
petSOSS for ditteteat types of tcaisist, discover whether
ttaisiaj was isapptopriate, or detersive whether their
crate's(' was complete or iecoeplete.

il22111111111121/

the teccssesdatioss listed above tot social and
economic deaamd are applicable is this area as well. Tr
tact, the telati000hip betvern :bobs :WO ,tee: is w*cy clGav
since any lac& of clarity is the social aid ecosopic demand
say cosditios a Cottesposelsq difficulty in totsulatisg
problems. Specific tecoasesdatioss is this ate. center
primarily atoned the role of advisory councils and the



Isvoltesest of people °staid* the state gescy is the
plans /a' process. The specific problem wed is this
sorties with respect to advisory cosactis related to the
composition sad method of appoistsest of these cowbells.
Slice it is sot apparest that this is geseralised problem,
so recesses4atios is offered here. $ owevec, there are other
aspects of celatiose betvees state wearies sod their
advisory cosacils glitch say be appropriately addressed ii
this sectios. Problem meted is the sorties os social aid
ecomosic support related to the lack of comessicatios
betwees advisory cosacils and state directors and these
pcablses vote echo slots es the relato4 to the costeit of
operations. It a distiectise cam is Warred tree the
saterial 'ethers! at the costeresce. it is that see, states
have effective advisory cesscil systess characterised by
'retrial ceepotatios Gad cessesicatios betimes the advisory
relearn es. the stets asescy, chile other steles bare
issftective systess characterised by cespetitios sad mos-
cossesicatios. recoesesdatios to improve the
telatiomship betimes advisory emails aid state plasma
vas set dimes Ito. the conference jigs is. but
rather Ito. review of the draft docusest provided by ose
costereacs participant:

Is the discessiOs coacersis, the relationship
Wive', state directors and their advisory
cosseting the toss is ose which indicates that the
advisory coescits are supposed to castors to what
the state directors seed. Rut nowhere is the
discessios is it appacest that state directors,
themselves, take Mai is tryis, to toreelate the
type of coescil glitch is developed or tesctioss
Iliac', the vermeil me, It would sees tilt it
there is going to be sore effective sae of
caverns, tikes the state directors have to see the
council as supporters and involved is the pleasing
process rather this semis, these is is sassily the
case, as competitive or selstivo. Plessio,
should really be based os cesplesestary or
cooperative telatieasbip betimes the plasmics and
state advisory couscile. This is molly sot the
case, aid as a result the plasmass and the
councils teed to be competitive or do sot tend to
work is a sasses retaliated to (prodecel a
positive or comstrective result. The
state directors, themselves, ace sore nearly is
the saddles them they could like to indicate is
the case. It is always simple to lay the blase
for bristles§ is this telatiosship cs the
advisory councils rather thaw os the developaeat
of a cooperative sechasism*by the state pioneers
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is ccacert vith leaders on the advisory councils.

I Is addition to this recousesdatios, it appears
vorthvhile to suggest that the cooperation established
include provisions for the forest isvolvssest of the
advisory coescils is the pistils., process by seams
establishing a joist policy botves% the advisory cosscil and
the state agency mandating yrcsduces for obtaining input
iato the ',lassie', process as well as thOse for evalsatiag
the state plea. Sec procedures vould be of assistance is
helping the state plassers to formulate pcobless.
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CCPPANISCS ANC ITAIVATICA CP ALTIANATINtS

Oace a seed has tees appropriately blestified as
constitstiag a problem for the state iocat'nal edecation
agency, eltitaatise strategies for sooting the nerd are
generated and 'solvated. The formslatios, cosparison,
evaluation sad mutual seiectios or telectios of these
altetaatives fors the core of the plamaimg process. They
occupy diagrammatically central 'Iositioas is figures
thiroelk 42 let the three conforeaces yielded little in Abe
ray of °vett ptobleas is this diroctios. Oar state directos
offered partial emplntios: "Maybe I dos't think that I
have costtol of the ltetmatises. I thick of all the
plassizg . . I as doing, . . and i as probably doing this
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area of alternatives the least", (511). Ackeowledging thin
as sore of the miller kisses* (516), this participamt
referred to the confusion felt by vocatiosal educators
regarding the treedom they hate to eatertais such is the we,
of alternatives.

oho inhiaitiom to the Letitia' gianstigk of
alternatives seems to be the shortage of commusication
betwees vocational educatios sgescies tegatdisg the saccess
or failure of various programs. Is see* cases, the
!idioms of altermatives (toast sees to make say damn
tifferesee" (Sell. :a lack of dissoslaatioa of eke tilsalts
of wee programs is other states or local areas deprives
pleas's, systems of saleable ispet. 1 costributirg factor
is that methodologies as! data systems for the collection
asd traascriptioa of 'stomata** differ across state
agencies setts, direct cooper's°, of alternatives less
feasible. Some participants ass this issue as crecial (227)
though the view vas also impressed that opportesities tot
commssicatiom of alternatives did sist, bet sere sot often
used to best edvastaget "Too .any of as vast to tell the
rest of thus shit eir are doing. Osce we have fimished
telling them . . . . le don't vast to flatus* 020i.
'stomata& is also lecklig on seeress within a state of
local area of altetmative program resources is the private
sector, ladestcy, the cosessity, or other agencies. "Moat
state directors do not have a listimg of imstitetions that
sight be used as lternatives for delivery" of vocatiosal
education progressing (Sid).

The rouge of alternatives available to the state
vocatiosal education plasmic is obviously limited by fiscal,
logisletive, or -ottter cosetralats, but the degree to glitch
plassers sock eves within these Halts to search out viable
options is not so clear. Soo* states say be 'locked in
totally to a ceimbscsesest system . . . . hhatever the local
people vast to do and cooties* to do, they sill share the
mosey" (3aS). Others 'do not evmn display alternatives" at
all; 'they have filed arreageeemt, and that is what they
ate goimg to do' (3I5).

Part of the difficulty in assessing hoe such states
currently explore is terms of alternatives lies is the tact
that seldom, it ever, is this stag* of the plassisg process
committed to paper. ?oriel plass normally do not contain
details of options other than those chose*, or reasons for
their rejection. Therefore, the estest to which
altarsative.s wore laheratti in the initial forseIntich ct
the plan, and the range and rationale for their evaluation,
usually resets kmows oily o the planners. This sakes it

hard for those outside the issediato circle of planning to
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estimate the degree of rationality attending these
decisions. There is also a risk of frustration as result
for those who nest live with the options chosen, but ate
unaware of the reasons for their choice.

Moog!' there was little dloagreesest throughout the
conferences concerning the isportasce of serious
consideration of alternatives, little was forthcoming about
the process of actually generating or collecting these is
the first place. Ftedosimastly, state planners sees
hampered by uncertainty as to their autososy is the area et
altotastivas. ?bore se e.44 to be at least issdegeate woe of
whatever coamesication systess may exist tot dissesisetlos
of intonation oa attempts to implesest alternatives is
other states or districts. finally, intonation is lacking
on the nature of alternative delivery systess withilb states.

iass1141_Qt_Lltetmdti

The difficulty facing planners is vocational education
is the evaluation of alternatives is the sane as that taring
all other planners. Toe can't evaluate alternatives it you
don't know . . . whet they are. Ile don't have a couplet.*
assesssest to identity what they area (5141). lot only is
there inadequate transmissionn of information on the results
of existing progress, but isforstios is also sot yet
sufficiently well developed to permit successful prediction
of the effects of see ideas. Fleenors ate able to estimate
with reasonable precision the *commie costs of known
pcoqtas, bet immediate and long-tern social effects are
"difficult . . .lsont impossible really to GOMIS (W) .

It is also difficult to evvete the impact of nee posies on
*statics; provaso, eveis when criteria ere IS tires of
employability. ',Incept for a hit-oc-miss analysis on
particular progress, I do sot think school districts Imo,
whether the nosey is used to get (vocational education
students) jobs years later," (2SS).

It becomes particularly difficult to justify the
defense of one program over another when certain target
populations require greater expenditures per head than
otheio (S741). elate planners by law say sot igsone ainority
groom their considerations over whether or lot to allocate
extra resources for the sane results are further cosplicated
by the field's inability to secure hard data to desosstrate
the societal benefits of such a strategy.

It say So discovered terieg piessiP9 that certain goats
are iscompatible, necessitating choice between then (106).
SCOSOSiC growth and better distribution of income, for
*awns, say not be mutually attainable Ms). Broad
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4:est:ons of this kind may not become apparent %11,til after
considerable research.. However, the planning rtOcess may
'set up an evaluating mechanism that we wrLld nut Lave
otherwise" (85) .,

altifsatives hove to be tied into dollar cost*, as each
alternative is considered. Constraint is a characteristic
of scarce resources, and 'the limitation of funds
. . forces you into certain kinds of programs rather than
others' (468). In cases of mandatory resource allocation,
for instance with federal fends, planners are Waited to
choices within specific areas,. e.g., leS for the
handicapped, or 1S11 for postsecondary programs. vet states
find sore flexibility ia federal fends. State fends are
often ."heavily committed (100S). 'The federal dollars are
normally more free than sy state dollars are. The state
dollars e .they, tell me bleatly what they warns, me
invest in' (532). Sven with the comparable planning friedos
is the implementation of federal as opposed to state--
funding, planning at the state level is virtually 'at the
margins," since most state directors 'have commitments for
probably 90-9S11 of the moneys' that is requested (1004) .

Ivan share there is rose planning freedom for fiscal
allocation, resource allocation criteria are 'not used by
vocational educators is any sophisticated fashion' and vary
from "'subjective judgments to *emotionalism,' and apolitical
pressure (89).

The reality of adsinistration often dictc:es that
alternatives be determined by fiscal availability. "The
first role of administration is getting the money", (5l1).
However, the allocation of resources pliql to planning
'evens to be in reverse of logical sequence" 09). This ins
stressed throughout the conferences as pressing problem.

Tco frequently objectives are -detersined on
the financial resources allocated. The hidden
[purpose] of the particular agency becumes the
expenditure of the mosey that is ,allocatel to the
state. . The enfortunate thing about planning
is that it too frequently takes a rovers._ role to
determine how much sonny you have, and then to
determine how you spend it (*30).

Auk

CO you plan to serve'the needs of the people
and then determine where the resources are to get
the lob done . or do you let the resources'
dictate how such pienning rme are pin.;
(697).
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Throughout this generation and evaluation phase of the
planning process, the restrictions are pervasive - -some will
probably always be beyond the control of the planner.
Political pressures may vary, but are not likely to
disappear. vocational education can expect to continue
competing for scarce resources in the educational arena. An
area over which planners may exercise sone control, however,
is the amount of information they may glean regarding the
precise nature of the constraints within which they -most-
vota. is previously mentioned, planners usually must
function in an at!osphere of less than perfect information.
Varying degreelof uncertai4ty about community needs, labor
demands, legislitive intent and educational products vill
accoipany all efforts at vocational education planning.
Pour kinds of uncertainty have already been identified in
the discussion of the planning model and will be discussed
later is the light of their effects on planning.

11.2211,1dttions

The "consideration of alternative methods for the
attainment of each objective" (918) was suggested by a state
director as an integral part of the planning process. Each
alternative should be assessed to determine . . cost
benefit or resource availability" (918) with a view toward
the eventual determination of a choice of action. Yet, as
noted in the section above, relatively little attention is
being paid to the search for and comparison of alternative
strategies:

In the planning processes perhaps we are not
considering enough different ways of attacking the
problem before we put down into the state plan a

particular program we are going to run (893).

However, alternatives are plentiful if only state planners
can muster the time and energy to put them to good use:

We already know far more than we are able to
put into practice. There is an awful lot of
educational methodology that has been developed in
the last few years. . all kinds of programs.
We have to get out and dig it out (890-891).

If the problem then emerges as one primarily of time and
available staff (894), it becomes important to find better
ways of making the information on alternatives more readily
available to state planners. where are a lot ut
alternatives out there, and what we need to do is get
information about Clem, to have a technique that enables us
to evaluate them" (897).



.ne propi.sed vethod fci increasing the potential iup..t
new inf:,rnation from outside tte agency cn alte4natives

in to include rot'', external consultation iv !fie fIC,CeSS or
irilying e. a set or regional strategies Or acLieverent

LLe state director empnasizec )ls,

tP*1.1Tr7 tat ffany .1 Us L.t'l ;17\ dr"
.4)..erliment se:As thei: aqc;wn sna

,ays, pieta like yol to 1c so and so.* and we
A!,s;)ni., this is tte priority poi tte whole prog:a:,
It doesn't need to te. I think we need to
Luuat.Luusly organize a session or sessions of the
state advisory council, of the appropriate
department" people, of local people, board people,
whoever is appropriate, to . . talk about what
should be our priorities and get input from all
sources in addition to the feaeral government. I

just think we get lazy and don't do this (850).

Tne solution to this problem may lie simply in the
development of appropriate state agency policy. It is
within the power of state directors to establish a policy
for their agency which would direct agency planners to
gather information on alternaitve strategies either througt
the use of consultants or through coimunication with other
states. In order to ensure that this would be accomplished,
the policy statement should mandate further that records be
kept of the search for alternatives and that te
presentation of any plan be accompanied by a statement of
the possible alternative methods of accomplishing the s
task together with rease,ns for selection of the alternative
chosen. The routine maintenance of records such as this.
would ha/e the beneficial side effect of creating a valuable
in-statA information source on programs and practices around
the cointry.

hherever the source of the information on alternatives
comes from originally, the internal organizatior of that
information in such a way that it fa relevant and readily
retrievable becomes necessary. Ail agencies have some kind
of information management system either formal or informal,
and in .varying degrees of sophistication. Recoasenaations
were made during the conference specifically to the
evaluation of alternatives through such systems. Planners
should be able to go to their oen data banks,, which provide
"a tool which tries to tell you what is existing and what
Nas teen happening . .* (715). Assuming that the
necessary scope of knowledge is forthcoming from the agency
infortation system, "then depending on what your management
information system tells you, yoU initiate new techniques
and nvw activities to better achieve your mission" (716).
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The policy recommended above would have impact in this area
as will.

Turthersore, techniques exist which cin provide swift
comparison and evaluation of alternative strategies through
computer simulation (895). Instead of waiting until
particular strategy or program has been tried in the field,
planners say wish to design and run several alternatives
through simulation to examine cost/benefit factors it
advance of actual implementation. This sethod is expensive
to set up but if esed jediciouslf, aim one way to test
complex Alternatives by the fozen* (895-810. This
suggestion was is keeping with another made earlier in the
conference, which noted the judgmental nature of such of
today's vocational education planning and called for the
further use of applied external research in the planning
process.

I think one of the problems in vocational
education is that we often tend to talk about
[and] accept conclusions on cost benefits [which]
we think we have done mentally, or values which, we
think are really being 'chivied, end very little
real research has been dose-on it. I think it
would be of tremendous use in the planning process
if we could begin to get some of the insights that
night come out of an outside research ars being
given an operational problem, not being given the
task of basic research (91).

The application of existing research methods to the
processing of alternative strategies might yield
improvesents in both the scope and efficiency of planning.
One state director expressed interest in the idea, offering
the suggestion that not all the analysis need take place
within the state vocational education agency:

I don't know about the rest of you but I

don't have all the staff some of you people have
got. I have a utack next to my desk that is
always that [indicating] big. . . I can't get
through it all . . . if it can be done by
computer, that is something that I think OE or
somebody ought to do to help digest none of this
and come out with some analysis of it (899).

The proposition, however, as stated by a planning researcher
at the conference is:

It's not the sort of thing that would happen
overnight. It takes a long tine. It would be



fc,dolhariy, to say well, in five ,1 s1x
w,.rth of btadyinq we could have such a ptL,.:v!J:v
. . . . If there were some amount of mony f4d
an operation for a year and a half, twt: yva:L.

then at the end of that time you wold ..are

a way to do am awful lot of chet.-ticg cf
altktnatives aLd do it quickly and reconatly
cheaply 1900;

Thus, once the system is in ofekaticn, really the
only way to test large numbers ofialternatives without
having all of Caesar's legions orkiml on thee for you"
(898). notvitbstanding the initial Cleat and tire involved
in creating such a system for alteroitives, which sight

. itself be part of a larger information sanagesint system, it
has persuasive power as a planning tool in the area of
alternatives alone.

IL you wanted to push it even further, and it
you could come up with ways of evaluating or at
least estimating the results of alternatives
. . with mathematical programming techniques,
you could come up with optimal or near optimal
Mitts of alternatives. In other words, for a
given amount of dollars, how can I achieve
objectives A, B, and C with different kinds of
alternatives. These things are done rather
frequently in large corporate management
situations, and to certain extent in urban and
regional planning (899)

The ultimate purpose of exploring .alt.gruativ.s. at all

is to put the *obey whet, it (a) is vast needed and It) will
do the most good. This argument may also be applied to the
planning process peg Is. Information and research systems
of the above mind would not only help optimize resources
allocated for the implementation of vocational education
programs, but also would considerably upgrade the
effectiveness of the process of planning itself.
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The ultimate product of the search for alternatives
emerges as a formal plan for actios. One or 1110r0 strategies
ace selected from the set of options already generated and
evaluated. The actual methods used by those responsible fot
decisions remain access, and comferesce discussion bordered
on the flippant. "'One guy may choose among altermatives is
a drunken stupor," suggested one state director;
*another . . may have a dart board" sad even the vite or
the Ouija nay be invoked on occasions (35*). Though
methodologies may be intangible, results are not.
Comaitseat to a particular course of action is sigsalled by
either the direct allocation of rest:au-ft.* or some public
statement of intent, and at this point planning becomes the
plan". The assumption is that the actions chosen are the
ones most appropriate for the alleviation of a particular



:re mcdoioral education Act of '9hi and sOseqt.:ert
amenisents explicitly provide fci the vaittenance C!
ex:stir.7. ptcltaas. Th!.s ongoing cosviteents tc!

and staff ea! their 14stificatioa tecoae ar leTortart
conslIeration, even at implicit priority, i.e., *to tt12i7;
tLe let.owfLes rather than to meet the needs of ft peoplt"
(111,!,). because of this, difficulties say be enccuntete4 it
the introduction or termination ct ploqrass. At
Illustration cf this was provided by one participant whc
otjated strctgly to the saintetarre ct vrclraws
beyond ;1:A w!ete they lead Roc t. r'.30.v1^.-' CO time PO.
sain.t.

:cnt tell se there art alt !Gott to indicate
that cc have had vocational eiecation that was tun
'wit for the interest of . . . teacWs, and not
for the states' sake, or the kids, or the people
of the state (609).

There was some teeling at the costeresces that the need to
angle successfully for scarce mossy takes precedence over
other needs. This problem was identified ieplicitly in a

rAestion raised by a state director: oto you plan to serve
the needs of the people and then determine where the
LIOSOUCCOS are to get the job done . . or do you let the
resources dictate how such planning you are goimg ?o dor'
(b98). While the view expressed her. was sosevEat later
hacactertied as a *Utopian versus a practical point" (7!0),

other conference participants also telt that it was a
Vroblen. Though by no means true is all eases ItOta), the

criteria for choicer of action let planners are soletisos
"based upon what they asticipate thy- are going to
get . .rather than upc/n . . . strvii.., the needs of the
people" (1019) . In other words, planning sees* to be
"against constraints . . . rather than (fort the needs of
the people" (IC17) .

As already noted, the definition and extent of "people
needs" or* not easily determined for reasons presently
beyond the tOhtifii of the planners. Inability tc reduce
current levels of uncertainty about program requirements,
labor aarket demands and so on leads inevitably to decisions
based 40 inadequate information. One state director tole
the conference:

The kinds of criteria that would be used to
aak'v choices with respect to the way in vhr._-h you
invest available dollars are not used by
vocational educators in any sophisticated feshion.
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. Is use subjective podgiest, esotiosaliss,
political presser. and all hinds of things to sake
allocation decisions (1).

as another state director suggested, *The history of
planning is that the resoecce allocations have sever beer
made on the basis of goals and objectives and plans (145.
The choice of where to put the Ropey seems to be very
strongly influenced by the choice of strategies esed tc
obtain the nosey.

The Question of cossitmest, beta to a plea and to
osgotsg programs, raises another (wales for planners.
Because of chomping political situations, shifts is goals,
changes in admisistratioss, and a host of other factors, the
esvirossest for pleasing is not static. Since any choice of
action isplies some loss of flexibility, plass:is can often
find themselves cossitted to a course of action developed
ender one set of assesptioss which is sot appropriate for a
set of goals and objectives developed kinder a latet set of
assumptions. The best defense against this problee is, of
course, to temais uscossitted. SLIM* this is sot possible,
planners ate faced wit a paradoxical eitlistios which
requires them to be both cossitted and flexible - -a
requirement which may well represent the central dilemma in
caking choice of cotton.

another ptoblem for planners cestets around the notion
of accountability. Accosstability it a means of defending
the educational process by demonstratiag the value of the
educational product (104. The justiticatios for resource
alleceties is ohm of the state directors' most difficult
tasks. aTais is probably the weakest area that us
have. we cassot modes* sose of the present systems
really desomstrate what in the blase. ve did with the somey°
(51). Lack of planned accoemtability is progres choices
cuts both ways: it say protect the dubious programs, but it
also denies hard evidence of success to evaluators and
critics.

There are constant desands trop all sides for
information on 'Os effectively the edecetiosal dollar is
being spent. a congressional staff representative
participating in the conference expressed a consistent
request fros the souse adscatios Committee.

I think the !e4.rsl goweaseseut should have on
computers, tot every dollic, Sheri the federal
mosey is. I think they should know by school
districts where vocational education money is.
They don't know that now. It we call down to the
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cificv of Idecatios to tied oat, they don't know,
they call the states mad ask tiles to give as
never. i thin that is isadneato (2S2-2S3).

As already indicated. the oovdcsor of on state recently
proposed the appoistsest of as isspoctot-general tot
education to filed oet jest what the 'educators its dots; vith
all that mosey they its spersdiag, because it accents for
on of the largest parts of the state feedlot, (Si).
Planers naturally respeed with requests for rote
istormatios os loshat the miter* of the product (is] you
tate) strike 1= t= tuts oat' 15U-55). ?be preasscs or
vocational education plasters to be accoustablo is mot
likely to losses aid is tesdamostal to the detersintion et
choice of program.

The nolo planks, process cam thus be son as netted
toward rentals, adegsate istonatios for the soloctios 01
appropriate action to alleviate moods at the local level.
The adequacy of say choice of actin is, therefore, likely
to be directly proportion' to the adequacy of istorsatios
on nick the tint choice was based. Stet, directors at the
conference veers usaulsoes is meting that ellstiog data are
less this &dogmas for option decision - antis!.

Isc242211111,121t

toe recosseadatioss wore forthcosiaq os methodologies
for the actual selective of a particular coarse of action,
other thas the computerised simulation for naiveties of
altersativis nations) is as earlier nctios. Son
sensation vote sad., however, enceinte, criteria for
pin. Two *tato 41rest4rs referred to tie mend for
flexibility is the choice of actios.

the mons of the people cling., that
nishios statement [lad) bettor chant. The
objectives that vs have staterd, wood better keep
lookisq at tidos sad thee. better change; mid the
plats for attaislsg the obloctive, as we get more
sophisticated is tochsology . . . had Metter
champs 1712).

It you ate so dossed static that Toe comet
shift, you'd bettor get out of the ball gam
Sesisesses have to shift with scomosic chamois and
everythisg also. adscatios should shift. It
41;1710.24y t*inte you axe going to lo/hilly pin is
tive-year and toe-year blocks amd have it static
ustil yos get to the five-year aid tea -year
(poises), you aro jest intim; pest tin (SD).



Theolas, tkgrefore, should allow the implesortocs
'sough coos for sameuwerisg, so that (mice...dittos say be
aide for Morose's costimgescies.

You should build the plan is essence sty' it
has sops uhiguity which alloys the adsimistiatoc
some play to do what he thisks is importast caller

particular set of circesstsces: Cie
iaterprettios 1 sight Woo to that to, a plan is
simply map for the ftleistratet to do shat be
waits to do is the first place. . . plas
(also] weeks to Iisit eatersetleas *kick ars
available is order to improve the decislou-salisq
process (MI.

A further step is this directios is the specific isclesios
of costisgsacy plass. It a plan is cossidereal as

. . . a nosetaty decision coscersisg the
allocation of all resources is order to achieve
goal which [appears] desirable, . . . them
. . . it halt -way [between the bilassimg s4 esd
of the implesestatios) there ace chows shies
take place is the system - -a very high probability
is asy system iscledleg the sdecetiosal system- -
you have this a costingescy plan which may affect
either a small . . . or @slot part of your
0E408.1 plesi(147).

The pacticipast mated is sahib, this point that the military
and busies's ace very familiar with this kind of pleasing.
Mesa is these you very fregeestly find what we do sot
ordinarily fird areal oducatots, ZA sense of cottage is
changisg the plan. They are mot isterested la keeping to
the plea 'ILAN as much as they ate istecested is acieviag
an objective* (147) .

The seed to accommodate charge is the choice of plea,
however, must mot negate clear accountability. At least ose
state director felt strosgly that seclmaisawa for mositoriag
and evaluation should be built bite whatever strategy the
decision -raker eel choose.

Toe could build a sic. beautiful piss aid
allocate all the resources and say this is what
you are goiaq to achieve . . . mod unless you
be:14 is crestast ositociag of the say is which
those ablaut& ar* &Kist, against the actLwities
ideskified, there are ways people cap circesvest
the plea and go back and do the sane old thing
that they were doing before you had a pies (127).
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accountability, however, seed not preclude flexibility.
The same state director school/lodged the subtlety of this
relationship.

It the present structure is which those of us
who administer vocatiosal education programs
operate, aid (with regard to) that particular kind
of plus, . . . you cat build a lot of uncertainty
into it it you wanted to. I an not saying what
you do. I . . . said I would like the plan tight
slough, once those decisions are made, so that the
bureaucracy that administers and ispiesests that
plan cannot ciecumvest the valor decisions that
are made (141) .

Wetting to sethods by which states sight hold
education accountable, one participant suggested that one
thing to speed up this concept is . . . to have your state
legislators . . . lay an accountability act oa all secondary
aid elesentary education programs" ($00). Male this has
been done in at least one state, conference reactioas to
this were sized. another state director telt "that is a

backhaa04 way to get at it. I vould hate to suggewl,
we seek legislation to cogitate accountability' ($02-40)).
It should be pointed out, homer, that this would be a very
promising area for state agencies to police on their ova by
establishing accountability requirements for their ova
planning processes.

Filially, the choice of action process was suaaarized
effectively by the ch4irgimmi gee ka4 reaeigiaotly aliptgatvett
the seed to plan first, and allocate resources according to
the plan, second. (It is noted elsewhere in the present
docusent that the reverse procedure say in fact be
prevalent.)

Tou are really identifyiag various strategies
for attainment of specific objectives, aid
this . . . you place an evaluation on
those . . before you eves think about . . your
resource allocation. Tou say, "If I could have my
choica, this would be the top one, this strategy,
that I would use. "Theo you go does and look at
your resource allocation aid say, "Secause of ay
limited resources, perhaps . . . to spread (the.)
out s little sore, I VIII select a difforoet
strategy than I would have it I had all the
resources I needed" (919).
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In afpreciation of the diversity of occepatiosal needs
and opporfeaities across the nation, Congress has stipulated
that the necessary istorsation for planning be sade
available to vocational edeCetoco. Federal legislation of
1963 and 196$ sakes specific reference to the collection of
relevant date "for the use and guidance" of those
responsible for vocational education. Fends are authorised
both to the Department of Labor and to the states for
research and for the gathering of information regardin9
current mampover needs end job oppertasities. :be lam *lac
requites that "effective use . be made of t:re results
and esperiescoe of programs and projects" in vocational
education. tech state, therefore, has some form or system



for the handling aad management of isforsatios, even though
the term emasagesemt isfocsatior system" seas usually
reserved for sore sophisticated systems. The elerest in the
present 2001 which describes this function is labeled
'saucy information systoles' to deacto its ail:taco is all
agencies of vocational education; the term **agavest
information system (PIS), however, was referred to by
conferees in the fors of general recommendations at the
state and satiomal levels.

It would sees that adequate provision was Rode in the
Act and subsequest asestiseats for the plameerat voracious
appetite for isfocaatios, ad *sem for the easetel
dissaimatios of isportast knowledge about current
educational efforts is the field. korevet, the impression
one galas frog xasimial the literature is that not oily is
appropriate infocsatioa esavailable, tot present techailers
for its collectios are also isadequate. Predictably
therefore, the chief disatistactions voiced at the
conference were is this consection.

While some s"tes have, or are initiating,
sophisticated managenwat isformatios systems, may still
lack the requisite resources or levels of expertise. Eves
for those able to beadle large quat`ities of data by
computerised aethods of reporting aid analysis, there resale
a number of presently insuperable problems.

A few participants identified lateral limitations
concerning the handling of data within vocational
education agency. Ome state director noted the problem of
rAfte*Ant tApr^gfA29:21 in t."`SpItetilleg WyfAtt.: =VS:
continual new des.tads (201). Another pointed out
difficulty he felt he shared with other states in hit
inability to turn around information fast enough for optima:
alnagement decisions. Thus escapleted programs, 0L thole
completed at a reduced cost, are presently not identified
moos enough by the system to pecuit reallocation before the
end of the year (515). Post of the discussion 05 date,
howarr, centered on the need for improved ethods of
extracting intonation time the (mosaic, social and
educational environmentin short. how to obtain better
data.

It say be impossible to legislate better data, and it

is difficult even to define "good data" at all. A

ataft avabtar at tMe cmlfstaca
need for "some uniformity of thinking on what is 000d data"
(271). There were differences between the specifics of good
data that each vocational educator seemed to to seeking:
state directors noted particular areas in their our states



in which they perceived a serious shortage of information,
and a f-feral adsiristrator, overviewirg "ali sorts of
efforts . . to try to pin does better inforeation to sake
plea:ling acre realistic" assured Ur,. conference that "so one
systes yet , . has all the answers," eves the foploysent
Security Covstssios (1Cit). hbile it is mot likely that
vocatiotal education will 0V404- 1440 all the answers, it is
apparent_ that planning in the field is severely restricted
by lack of iclortast imformation. Moreover, suspicion about
the quality of existing data leads is the emd to further
distrust for the accuracy of projections, and ultimately to
decision-sakiwg in spite of data sad extant in the *tut*
plans. According to a federal source at the conference,
studies have skews considerable imprecisioe in the
demographic data included it state pleas, which do not
"really reflect the characteristics of the population
involved." The point was sade here that it vou14 be very
difficult "to tie together" the clamming and the decision-
making processes on the basis of these data (daO). State
directors were in agreement over the deficiencies in data
for decision-making purposes; one summarised his own view of
a national problem this way:

I am running into a blank . . . havirq tv
say last year to the State advisory Council, "here
is our plan. Mere are the projections ct the
occupations . . . (they) donut 1414111

thing. . . There is nothing that is tied to
this that would to related to the areas of
education . . that would say anything more than
a wild guess" (i59).

while various administrators and planners had to it own
individual ax to grind, same general statements omseiped from
the conference. Sose were in the fors of obsetvetions:
others were posed as questions. Good data systems are
expensive (219) , and their optical use requires plannine
(i171. furthereore. 4,1418iO4tiOR of data, without clear ane
I Priori models for selection and interpretation, is not
enough: "The data by itself no matter how good it is von't
give you the ultimate answer" I288).

The incompatability of data systems across states anl
varieties of techniques of local and stet* reporting say
partly explain some of the disaspancies noted is interstate

TLe sethod of bes4.-^mwt,i however, can lead to
obvious inconsistencies where students are teportird for*
than once under one vocational classification, when for
instance, "one state comes up with more vocational students
enrolled tin a particular vocationa1 education category]



TO

than there are in the schcol* 0831,

In addition to these observations, a nosier sieneral
questions arose. These C4110 both from state directors
coacersitg such seeded inforeatios sot cresostly availatle
for planning purposes, and fros other participants
reiterating some of the evaluative questions currently being
asked of education in general, and vocational education in
particular. The requests tot better intonation tot
placating ate dealt with under subsequent sections in greater
detail, though they are roughly susserited in one state
director's words:

There is a lack of *sternal social data,
of social goal data, . . of extecual

economic data, sad . of eaters.' CeneeiC
90414, a shortage in tOtOS of 0.8'1E11 skills and
techniques, a lack of illtete41 statieical
data . . . of tOtOtSef-fiscal data, . , . and lack
of skill in the area of strategy for resource
develop...A 4114 resource utilimatios (SW f)

The evaluative questions IMO also dealt with elsewhere
in sections coscetsing the outputs aid outcoses of the
vocational educetiosal process, though again, the question.
of one conference participant distilled the general flavor.

If I wasted to be really nkepticel . , . I

could say, "dell, why do you bother doing this?
SOW can you show, how can you measure the effect
of any you sr. doing in vocatlosal
tnikt ate the measured of why you seed to do this?
Now do you plan for it, and how do you describe
these needs? Now do you *velvet, one method of
approaching the need versus nose othersr. (1014).

The see of all the statements and guentionb asked ot
and by conference participants reflects large amount ot
uncertainty clouding the enacts of planning, and obscuring
tesults. Any agency engaged in planning will seek to reduce
doubts and asbigeities regarding the external local& thereby
increasing its own store of experience Awl its haility to
cope with the demands that the esvironsent places ,:von it
Problems of inadequate data for vocational edt.cctionel
pl4Stitg car, therefore be coaceptualilod is i*firt c1 ?drying
degrees ot uncertainty concerning aspects of tt,e etters)
world, e.g., uncertainty as to Congress, state le9110tioturOS,
and local, state and national occupational needs. The
efforts of agencies to seek 'better data" are ru sure



conco:tel systP, elicit:, to reduce this uncertainty. These
efforts may to classified as relevant to fcut areas of
uncertainty already intrcduced in the description of the
model uncertainty as to (a) social and economic support,
(h) social and economic deviant!, (c) present outcomes, anti
(d) future solution options. In relation to the present
model, the efficient e nagement of information nwolves
identifying both overt and latent areas of uncertainty about
the :social and economic environment, and the identifying,
collecting and providing of relevant information in such a

manner thet it reduces that uncertainty.-

The effectiveness of information anagemerc is
evaluated in terms of the degree of uncertainty reduction,
the speed with which the agency may draw on past experience
ty accessing pooled information, and the extent to which
that experience is useful for prediction in the social and
economic er:ironment. The kinds of information to which the
1961 Act and 1968 Amendments specifically refer are those of
greatest concern to planners, coupled with information or
present and future resource availability and legislative
intent. Pecause of the difficulties, already sentioned, of
making the present state planning operation explicit, the
means by which state vocational education planners actively
seek to isose, the informational basis for decision saking
are unclear. However, the chief problems in this regard, as
exptesed ty conference mem' ,rs, are presented subsequently
under the appropriate categories of uncertainty. The
discussion treatn the social and economic inviroasont from
the point of view of the agencies' uncertainty with regard
t .nvirnnsicrital epnditional. This differs from the
treatment of enviidnientEl conditions in *stiles sections
which dealt solely with the descriptive characteristics of
the social ana economic environment independent of agency
uncertainty atcut !.hose conditions.

Attr,tiqmscial 404_1conosisAgnnt
Vocational education agencies experience sccial and

(!conOlic support in many ways, all of which concern those
a :eas where thp environment is reeepl.ive to the agency, or
where it makes available attitudnal or indirect support,
resources or information, or opportunities for service.

A particularly important area of uncertainty is in the
nature of the ,rmiatinewsip between state vocational
educators or aoeinistrators said otter state or nstiteal
agencies (e.g., legislatures, sanpover, education, labor, as
well as numerous other agencies in both the public and
private sector). One are. of uncerteinty regarding support
in to ms of relations with °that agencies exists in the



ce v:rat-nal el,Jc4tion tti,cies At local,
tiro I" %:!1,7,: !claim, arl t-two'' vciutilr%) elucatior

4-(4 Ire et,:tatintAl 31 ie;atel A,:tr:710!;. itch tie
71ew of 1 7a:"irta:r f:or rscr, toze txzEts "it

1:1) . r articulati.tr tetteen locaL
!:;1: dj",!Ps, 44encies reQit,nal offices and

t,larnin;. Th,t01 one of tlo retl plobless"
:.0). ?;tlte di:ctor referred to tt.e "separateness it
tlanni%4" Leween ameacies of xeneral education it the state
7PV.-6 A. ti,t) Attempts of vocational eicators to

since OcluCAtID% iS often preselled to the
t ;t:1- in s 31r,,le package in competition tor loners, this

sfittlit vocational, (etacatton, . and all the
tter entetprise:1, is a thing that is really

plaguino us" 062). The existing commitment of SOS4 states
work unler P18 systems within the total context of state

ducation leads to a need for thorough consanication, though '
another stite director suqgested that intrastate exchange Of
infot:i.1+.1on avorg varioos educational agencies say he
worattnin,;, "I !Link we IrP going further apart rather that
ti:ming up good relationships" (1061). This deficiency in
r:arvanacetion tetween agencies extends to those areas
fulfNile tut isoudtately peripheral to edacation,
speciti.:ally to otter agencies involved in services parallel
to vocational education. "There In practically no

hwtween plarning for vocational OJUCtotinD in
4041tiunal rehabilitation 8Ni 8DTA and the like,
el'ec't . . whet.. people ate. sooe! end . , will get
t,,140-1.4rw (444). The lac) of interface between vocational
,i1LAcitron agencieL, and the whole dimension of education
1,01ivoty Lirxtotam isanpnwor entvttitaltpt: gonna nf nar
bicyrest problers (732). Contiderabie confusion is
ienoiatal Ty tqls, and is reflected throughout the gatious
agenc.e7. vithin vocational education, which are each tware
If the:: co:nanalitior; in simsion umrler federal law.

ir aikini atoJt A prAgraa that is suppo:ted
tEe c-irrie5s. he progras has a llo bunch of

r91-10. u. s. office, state directors, Lowell's
:Ala) . . all conceined atout the save

ttit wtiat kiri of communicattonA, what
kind of relationship lo we have struc:tutol so that
.0 etc not fighting each other, bat . . are ill
4041ALP4 to larleaeLt that mission up there (1060 1

4rtas of unc..rtainy c^ncernrs !(r.- -erf;%u-
itch 'at knowiedae of where to ;o to get daTa reiard:ng lob
OrplItgLit14.:, an °. manposel demands .;enerated ty agancio:.
external to vocational education. This uncertainty is
vtrtly a protles of levels; lenerdlihability national
dart F 0 the lo_A: level may to disastrous, since it 14
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viLe unctirtainty is to t4ie 1011 449'1nt of
futlt, resource allocation jv probably inevitable along
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1! 911( ert aint 7. There were 41ftetia4
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for lintrtbet:n of rYwenstitring funis At the state
level. tr.lnies will probwbly trot continue to ha routed



xit.rg lel.ve:y Lratess for vocef.forsI cducatiori,
U' mrnrnc.roolvi through the elisiatre.

The elf,114"1S Of U. environment upon vocations!
igences are experienced prioacily in areas of

federal and state bureascratiz and legislative regniremPsts,
societal values, occupational demands outside the Ageflcies
control and the needs, of the various populitiors to P.
served.

Twaers1 legislation plays a laic, part idn vocational
eJlcstion as it OtiStS todAy. tefinitions and statements of
purpose Are rittee into the law, and federal gsidelicos are
provided to !Whet assist the state planner, yet there is
still contusion atnut these central concepts. Soso of this
uncertainty has already been referred to earlier concerning
precise definitions of vocational education. The probles
with defining vocational 4061C4t1.03 as training for
espinyeent is that you are incIediag is your delinitios all
programs run through VII, Labor, land) Cossorce" (697) One
state director clearly equated manpower training with
vocational education (7541, yot another pointed out that of
26 williln dollars cooing into his district for manpower

program), only "1.5 of that 26 sill ion is (for)
vocational edecation as the '69 Reendsentz define Wm (699).

Tose asbiguitier lead to gueutione of professional
identity that even keep cooing up in the (AVA) board

.1-d- to .that ao yocatioaaI -'---tion: gho zro wet
*How t.io we describe ourselves to other people? 11hat

chmtv-terize. ust has do we join together? What ate our
(19). Regardless of the definition in the 11153

At, there are s4se even within the OE who see vocational
education AS "p':eparatory training at the secondary level,
perill" (714). This confusion is also apparent at the state
10,01, WLM1*, diifOtin9 definitions of vocational education
V114 states mike It difficult to detersive from one state
to V.It woe'_ is, or is not, i vocational education
yt'1lO )t (77S-796).

V 15 r. °A. therotore surprisAto that other., 13 4 91044t

LICK 3f un,lerstAiding on the pipit o; a lot of people 43 =.0
what we are trying to achieve" (10). Risundetstandingu ds
to tn.- dfinition izitaad als;1 to ttIa alssion of vocstlosa:
eification. Thrrf, were ominsing views aired at the
calfererce in reference to the clarity with which the
)14xpose or missi,)7 of vocational elunti°1 was wpresseA in
Y^.1 14'%, Act. one :state director telt tne intent was *71441t
mI th/J44t Ar-7.st of t:ie states knew pretty W041 Whine we were
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..1 eithnot romird to the federal
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_ tor t.)1. oxpen,lituto ot todral
7.1 st ate trviie!=, (*zest 0:034 tflt ate

71.11 thii ttqliltiob miOt
'Jr . 11t ti. t;0 alAlly tar/11011mi
" 1 n t 1144 vocat tonal (*ducat icy,.

1117-10'ip :otwoen vvAtinil m1,1,-ation Anti

hfnrinl qr^n th
t riatert3v Immo dotiOlt AM to wht%lit *WC

,::1 0,, up require' 100 the) ovnt ot re,On40-
:i! ';-%1 tit,onan the ztatw plus nay s*er. 414

'Le logislOsres Ca the needs at t:10

f..ere wotv Agglostionn that Cotiress :3
It ubt trie it needu, state director§ however 3::e

1- -iv!! t vhilt --ohstituites imrort int data tat

7 .1Yrt 1.orroo!, (J,M). Lnce0 Congress apparentlyt f .) ; tI handle 1st-9e ()watt t to% of Itta

I -0: pl4rver% at the at40 anA lora: lew1
t , irror t ant informati.V, ia rat piesently

4(4 gAlp10, or, t4011* woCatior.31 educatjw,
'11 - -'13 ):t1 by folet al U.inkla (7)0.

17'1,,t 7 if 11:i') i-hibited by vtct taint y about th
1:1, y rolitica: and slainintratiwe policy 1..hroulher
1.: :.1 [elated Systeis. "Th biggest

ti.e stability of 'kit* stoat t, inv '`a
.) :e '7041:. it tit*, taational love), t! at Rust

-rof,e,:t0.1 13 state p1anhin40 !Slift) rrnbatify :a -are notab1e

- te1 »;41 than at the state level (544), aria of the
,n reitltromerts have ',eon ilPntifiel with

it ini! int t '1st r t n tiro, state -te.:*tt eiacat
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, 4 / r.! I "1t +,1411 three of n.: tot
I., n -. rs to to .etnin4f r 5,t414.%. :t

If l".. 1 11411 year,: $0 char,4 out oo414 4t11

.P : to% tI !. iv try t sl p :r .Q ir.
ik, a , :,) tiochrtq,4e" 144 '1

:nt )4 OT. d tress the nat torn] is
aror int T,, 401Tle viiArinl, part ictil 4t i I et fluter a Taal , it 'In 4:11 -t -1..111 alit lit!. feedback Ittini lf is the
'Vr",1 4; tOwevet, 1.4 larkkal cflecetaVal the state

110( y little 1c-r-bettle,en 4 I t t: as state
: ,! sr ro At wee% titt t se.ta o.ns sr . 12)21

:tt 141[1,,t' t.t 4, At ire V14r.51 tt alerttatel y scsayol an1
11,3 Itd (. iC II et cmtr. et 4* Ictect1 tut

PI,;.11),, COPPOnt . et ft* tae', ' '4 the vs,
1h : 1.11 f spend Pr Panel," 12171. The feletai
;,vvi !au;stantia1 powet °wet the appslysl flr *tat.

I!", ; Atoll, 17n, it (207). :10110; .'WelJAItt011 and
:4,tate tiAtts Uf one state

'I;"-' ot: "tt 113t t would feel that 411,body (vas)
, .; ):tiri se 4troltnt4U1* for what I act jittl o do, and

thP tricttons I sake" (2411) .

tobtsty the cost siini:icant area is Ithicm conferees
st:tA,spl the uncertainty of the state pltangic concerssa
In: It11011! About the populations to be served. The perpose
It 104 cltlectton is geasrelly to improve the basis for
.!0,-1:13h-illaino. There 11113 consensus at the coot stoics la

:oncluaioil that presibst iscAaiitias for 4ati tfollottiec
4nd analysis on the noels of the populations to be served
Ito ihJleyeate for Ossining petposes. one participant
lAta*ed the starettaLaty Leto a series of questimis. What
ire the' roopulotions) you ace boisq held accoustable tot?
loft it. their 0 cractoristicst 'that ate you Iasi to de
with 'Nos, it vh4t vet' Id of tier, at what cost" (11116) T The
3 4 t' 1 *siittatt4 the focus of vocational edscstios

) to the relative vocational educntion needs of all
ili141etkoP qtastps in all 4-edits-rabic *cats imd C4Sittitaterkiti
th. st4tp,` with ire;:ial emphasis on the hands ,-apped (34C.
121 la) (6) lc) ). That broad designation is open to vide
vitioties of intetptetatloo. This you have sow, very real
vtublweit, as to 41101*GtO data, and knouts() the
(Asatictecitttics of the population you ate Loterratid Aboutw
it2# slag ditirctot icJiciistl ill* lick of ifitoreatioa

iroups at particular fvportanco: "vs don't knov
0;14 th.0 disalwestayed ate (221). Abov ill, state
directors need to knov "what does the society want ftos
vocational education!" (S911). one participort succisctly
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7-szt. I. an associatei lack et! inf.orratton regsrdial
g'1 1...teesn "people needs,* ttstoin4 and lob

we train Pesnle in euct a wav that
1,;-J ii 117;!; tr; be bettor able i ;Pt 10b4: 4" we 1114
17)-0! e at I tat trends and setropclitan trends or state
t:e!!;, tr: es oitillat ghat the 'ohs are going to be; hit
It is Not ::oat !what, the relationship betimes the crafting
A.1+ *lb :1: Ism (1(114) Tfcisi01 for employability registrars

n)w1014p Jf both Individual aptitilei sad desires,
arl *!,e :;peAfic rquireseats of the widest possible range

f 1%: which there is a foreseeable demand. Iteltarle
is scarce on all these courts. Job desaftn

-11r,221y flt,'tuatsu, and the specifics of job requitesomts,
It !saill. AT, sot widely available. One

nnteet said to felt it would be 'isitbright
Itteirrit.is for soaet,oly t7orcerred WI+ a vocational
oducttion pious' not to jet into . lob analysis, with

Arlottanding of the structure and the technological
s,4 to biro 11*110 nation as to what 'he forwerl

r! )apect were wit` !aspect to the kinls of stilts yqu are
V°PIn in (OA). lot the vocatiora: educator,

"t 1. tulqh to ttain people fot s doh when you
/Jilt kt,40' 0.at the tylair.a0h4 tee IS))). A state directot
,;otel t' at althouga he 1*1 beet *Milo to psi :o: :t, he
hal 'ea' unable tle ito !Ind "a sin dans Joh analysis in the
co4Ntry that he ,:ould 4se. Those that he had found were
*fir*, fir 0160J7vis to look at., but it . . for
in-o-tection . I neod to anow chat are the Skills
an! 1 neei to hull(' tt,is into a corriceluan 024).

..:29!.!ULIZACIALIADI_k-11;,211

o.,tcoee of rE... 5*Ite-planning proces. i a reaJlt
4 tY0 ittaraCtIOP between the planning ptoreaq output a'di
tie .4140at,senal :Arport Nov:led. Is notel earlier, in
4+ ;v..!iiiio. of its model, ostcones Say ',Ike ratty totna.

Istanree a :.tedont may be the outf-omo Of t

interaction of I plan tot action villa the environmental
:supp)1! tepresentt.3 bt, the locsI a gift at t is alaacy.
Alto:ratively, a local advisory council to. vocatiott
eite4titr may repte4ent an outcome formed by a directive to
3 to f.ots such a council, the support of the LEA itself,

..7ossunity ILicp4rt represented in the PooPle who sit
or t, relic, .11 Tt:e patent to litACh tt.0 OUtC0110 of twit.
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rlancit4 procesx salience* a sore satisfactory sit;isticr than
the or. InItially,:destified Cy the agency under its mission
is the esteat to whi0 vocatiosal edscatics is successful.
Cstertaisty with regard to ovtcoses, therefore, refers to
the questions shic plassers have regarding whether or rot
the outcomes uhich they desired fro' their pleating rtocosa
have actually been attained. Is general. the comets of
participants relevant to this area of escettaisty dealt with
the stedeat as as outcose of the plassisg trace's, aid the
relevance of ttaisisg for the seeds of the people. VithiL
these two areas of concern, the topic west otter. espressed
was accosstability.

As preeivesiy mated, the 1163 Tozatiesal aducatlos Act
and sebsegeest aseadsetts have seperisposed a porpoise of
ready accessibility over that of employability mandated is
earlier acts. This implies that wocatiosal edecatios is
accountable is two ways: first, is how well the vocational
education proves otterisgs soot the seeds of the people ilia
all geographic areas aid cossesities is the state, aid
secoadly, how well the 'trestle:kat edecatiop product 4..1.,
the isdivideal after Urologist') soots the economic aid SeCiei
regeicesests of the emvitoseest. The ntatesest of purpose
of the 1149 Ameadmeste Belles only as oblique refeceac to
esployability: vocatiosal education Italian, is revolted to
be realistic is the light of actual or asticipated
opportesities for galatel employmeate (SIC. 1011. There is
thus (7--,neiderabl latitude for diaconal.s om exactly .bat
the iepact of vocational educatlos la, or I. expected to be,
leaflet; to what is terms of the present model is described
a; vacortaiaty roiardloo olatcoso of tbo stato vocatioaaa
edmcstiom pleasing process.

Early is the contereace, It was suggested Cy cne
pacticipsat that the wocstinwsl rdocstlott prodoct can he
separated Into two cosponests, the product vibes (the)
youngster ?Dishes school, and the product after be has goo*
taro society. I thist we tail to diatiegelali those two
things" 1541. Thus is a progtas of vocatiosal slricsltsre,
for example, if an evaluatios is phrased ii totes of the
student's performascw durisq aid isuediately atter
completion of trairlro, the procioct say be 'edged as
satisfactory. Nosewer.

even though Utast youngster tiwe years later im sot
au weeatiosol doirsott afros vocatioaol
alcicutture hasn't dose its job . . . se used
vocation's' soriculture sot as an esti result, but
we had a youngster who was interested in
viticulture, and we used hi- interests is
agricolture to train his on other shills so that



w,en "e up as teacher of hem's*
elucAti, r, let ' s 3av ho was SUS t0 ',SP those
skills that he got t,ccause of the traanir.

.sr socatioral agriculture

Thus view, ttat vocational education say tip used ty
educators as a PoiliSS, rot an end, was expressed sore then
once, its proponents saggesZing that vocational education
rrogtass were caratle of teachisg sore than just skills
liette4 to ore !lel& *lose, and that evidence Of wo.latier'sl
eigostiOil *twilvifitii placed TiI omploysoct other ttse teat tot
which they wete srecifically trained is sot necessarily
indicative of failure of training. The contrasting view to
this refers tz.; the Frotless of lifited rnsostcos act,
acccuntatility: "t.',Ju tad totter to atlo to answer to se, It
you are the buy setting that up, that this kid is (mist/ tc
wind up r(,t in vocational agriculture tecause there aren't
any lots . you'd tenor be able to prove that" 00.
Putt!..0tSotr,

tr.o luy vhr2, t5 plannini ^t the state level to
rtosile reoFle wi*.h esployeent skills has enough
cf a headache trying to plan for that without
Iringing in the overall plan of as I going to
turn ciA scseone who as . . . the finest type of
it firer at curl?" (et)

detoralninq whether vo'cational education dollars
have teen well spent, and a satisfactory °skeane attained,
thie clief soutce ct 'uncertainty is liti ti f!ii4 data the
results. Cue Seat, ditOctOt indicated this Robles: We
lontt have the avasuresent devices to tell us whether we
have achieved what se Sot out to do with that looney (SI).
Anoth*t chief .!-tat adtinibttator alluded to the difficulty
in, enactil effective follow-up studies to produce the
necessary at a. "Coe of cur Oajot FtObloSs this j
teen t",e, tochtigee of maintains,/ a follow-up; you do
weal the first year, and then you lose 'it)" (761). nil,
Agee states sees to to producing adecAlte *velvet'', data
sound evader,* cf achievesent of purpose seeps to be
generally lacking in vocational education. Individual state
directors indicated tioSe satisfaction with efforts in this
itrectio% in tr;oir own states: "I have 000 date system: one
C.110 sail it was lte only rile they looked at that they got
tinnost data cut ':"-)f they said out fifliotitil5F1

unduplicated count, arl reasonable tiger's. 062). Two
other- state directors eapressPd optimism with regard tc
present or Flamed systex% of ftAlo -up in their own states.
H.:cover rrosisp recent studies ^n vricattcral
edu,:atIon has teen a clxiical Ono, and vocational elucatots



Itni tteste1.cs tart, put tc courtetaati the ctatqes.
ffIet41 t-rsti:'il f!ucatinr aisinisratcr rzt it t.1! nay

10!.-ron,7. (re !tact f,t;1:

t*.! 4S fonC) S44, 4 po$1tive relief at..!.yt

v)cati..ral t!uratior. hav very little pcsitive
ista [uit!r ) we cal cosmteract the kinds of
Flatabwe'ts that 441)041- is this kind of
,e.Ay . . tt [says) the pious, received ty high.

muletts his beet of so vs1s4r. of ktew
hitter f114k Iry dt't Paw the ktrA cf
iota se,.05,,sty

oft. state:L. Eelresorted at the confoterce 64Ve to.ra that
sophisticated sanogitpest inforsatios systess say temedy sec%
of the .reertaiaty associated with the eventual outcome.
However, at ftesest, refutation of these Negative
evaluations is difficult. *I as doing an analysis of that
(..study) tt,inq to tied ways to counteract some of the thisgs
tt:.st. were said in their* and It's hard to Coss by (7C1).

It reference to this same -turfy,
tarticipant .-ussatitoird the problem:

one conference

you have rot got hard data on which to have a

defense cf yout position and . . so sattet what
you say, and no latter how such you believe in
that you are doisg, people are goim9 to write this
styli, . . , and you are going to say it is not
true, and they are 401114 to siNT "trove it,"
00)4.

2t,atill1k1/.12r:i4IIIVitemil_12111121_12Si>211

shil tubstanttal conference discussics was
ienratri in this area. it is nevertheless too ierottant tc
t. eaclQdei tic* 47y tkIel 't the planning ptccess.

lath chot,e of action is espectod to produce total

shot tots rt istediate outcomes, and long-term, ot petkaps
even unforeseen ores. Putthermore, both classes of outcome
94y in s040 44 affect the future solution optiors of the
planner, tt,at is. a 04nnitiq 40C16(011 to 90 with a

rstticult: option will interact with present and future
states of t)-e social and economic wivironeest to inhibit of

flottihi tietiatiOlift an tile mere, or related
areas. In .ttoLt, uncertainty reqmtdimg futate solutiom
ptiots implies uncertainty regarding the possitle effects

that any decision made row will limit or etpand the hell of
rhqice in the futuie. Pot etasple, the decision t(

consttu(t 4 .1_,1ortfic rhysical facility, by the precise



rat-.;re of .ts design, tight affect ccrsielorably not clay
tut4te lecraions repiarding the use of that facility, tut
conceivably also a significant field of related decisions.
Therefore, the devree t.% which current pleasing choice viii
seliate 400 related decisions is the toter* forms the
fourth im;ortart area cf uncertainty for the plesser.

7hete are few *rumples of this it the tors of direct
tevtual references from the conference, and the
corzespotiimq lark of specific discussion say be due either
to ins;:fficitzt direction tree these uho coiled the
conference or to the irsiquificaste accorded tLis el:seat is
the Flemnit; Frccess. As ostiomed earlier, the 1463 Act
auttorivos first the maintenance of osgoimq progress, with
it,pFq4sis c^ ttel: ettosmios and isprOwolvest. Plethora 4t4P,
therefore, faced wit% the knowledge that osce initiated,
progress that prove, ineffective or evostsally outdated
Layout, hope of reasoratle asendsent say he difficult to
terminate. It is at thin point that the plasser'L awareness
of possitly foreclosure on future options becomes a factor
fft ripipqiirli, WIcertaisty as to the precise effect of
prosmat decisions 00 future options say load to some
Eesttaticn to ccosit the agency to a particular course or
action. Thu:;,

!ou might {'Jed rot to nave a rlan, and it mi;hi
appear that you have no plias, tut what yo..,1 may fl)P-4.

101t4 is very wisely saistaisimq open °Fitch*
until the Foist that you have 'sough intonation
on the tests of which you can C040 up with a 1110i0

tatnei 'flan a awns textural 1:1417

PertiortnIt!l-n!-
ileficy Inton at ion systoles 'gay IP

sophistication, there is considerable variation 1r
individual stales' access to se,ainytel data with which to
plan. Thus a state airector with cue of the post advasced
systoles in the c/Justfy *shed: *Sven without a SOlphilAtC4t04
MIS, don't you think t'Le school reople and the directors of
vocational education is your cities are !sillier with the
esployewat patterns and the employsert seeds of their
particular area? the answer, from the chief oducatios
officer of a state in the process of dovelopin9 a similar
system, vas "They are working hard at it, but . . when a

Jul, says ,s004 Pe whit you 4r 401119, ter Tug vsx.,..ir 1-1A, is
can't ttr it" fInmi.

The heel for concrete and reliatle data was FfethipS the
)nilt most strongly esFressed seed in the conference.

Vecommendationy vote then rhtased in terse of their general



oo 2 16.4.0:1"34' tor, ret :e-91,e; t at c' o!

%Iry 2^ 10.11-':(111-

5.-04. tift!er 4e-cess tl etiattT4
Itt a; tc'Ys. 4-ki.1 Sat 44 71*S411 ttilto Zt t!S
1

1 17 .111 t'it :;',attP :0Vc:, tsehoen cLob., ot u in 4.:10

;P.1,-1 an6 ttase who arc arslyzito; ttio 1144

.,,trkr" 1..04). &nuttier patticiPant in4lcated th tectsni!,4
tlt the present negative effect at vocational

of criticel awvAise her errs s7-1.7arsto

"i'7".71q ,tai spas; ''for planning purposes you need 11 ktow
1 ,otr4 ln 3owz the road, what's 40014 to tee the

5;cisl tten3s, what ate tte economic trondwN (1(04). A

conf.r, nester :ton the federal c.,iucational
O vinistIst4Ja r,.7ted cotsIsterc, ut state advisory
c-Inci: Leplitn is their ovalaationw of state pleasing:
"They !..ty yout inta is mot cfocui:ate, your rla..eitag 14 dat
41°111" . [It/ ClIere is 3 intdegente evaluation' (10401.
12..1A roconneAttOn, therefore, is tot better aeaas of

..Ince "plantains f:ss) a clIclic *fiat, the resul*.s
,)r;v 7rlar augUt to teed tutu fLe planting of the next',

state:. are rf,oS/Ally Ut af PO nonliPulate dots
ett:1 ritrient spied to safe this possible. T*0 stat°11
zeptosemted et the confereuce, howevwf, evtlencei both
1"/"Wwe SZ highly sophisticated AM The .141;licatiols toy

cirg SA' s', kinds at nations have 1iNii/ :4151

Intt,)!ucl, in tie recoemendlon noction On "mill and
O onol:c uuwit.

'Iv recehl.ity for facilitating tratsoission of
trf_4tAt2-,7111 ,)r. 11th amth..*4241^04we at4 w.chawl 44ta to ot!lar

114' ;.)Irate: up erly to the conference.

',r hey tnrctiom . . in t4 to
the ochas:se for ttensfetrina

: 1:'ItrtIon ot, shat i',43 been done ettcceatfl)lv tn

1:e .Inte oat into the b0014d0Ctu, 'JO-three/4,r

ITV 00t oti1itisg teon stat.w.of-t4e
. heen 10,.rned

;afoinatior does not cross .40-Ate Ilfle! al f Ili %I
I; ;fit 0;11t experienced vocatiottsi o!,..:ca"ot affe:11

Al ,0; il'erpretatton that "ovegy s'. ate jeallusar
'111/1" the' ti4111. to develop planning in teres cot 1P3 041
:'UiPeCt,01 . . don't know wbethot :sin iu a 'oleo:,

rsjtl / t!. prac.almatz 'tea t.. It.aon

()Ili. :f1IIS. In 4:oferencv to :hose states /it:, m:S
,3! Aetelzipter.t., ;%it t-Ip3at

!litt at gut loters'ita:.:tty slc% .yiteas
.q1,41nntin4 state, 'I an nit too s..re ,9 Vhlt

010.'7Y t-4,y ii11 CCOSS state botders. I sunpl:: 04,:h St..*



'ill 10VA*I); OS :Jim t tt.t t'.-.04 15 ere of
the 1:A! 4. tt.iit IS (14:4Ctet:10L. Of Al&I#1 Sel*TC4*

Cno of t):e steo ;trectols, h0 /ever,
stresae, rat or.ly VAS itfrnMAII":"t 37 his trite' 1*1li,7
3iii i ii .r 1i114;1) 1:113 , but I!"4.- "tr have -tot a !ot cf

already" 741.711 tr :Acommordatir\ns to
uthvr :Y**,(74.

It wal. suviestei That SOO tatt of sttio:lal ffiS OT
ter safrItaatiolh a',7hlini be .=.4tatlishel,

remelt], 5errinc, as vel'.1 the func-iO4 4 kit4 of
fluLattlLa: rureau of Standards Site of the
2:t.ata,:,oltstics of a L4t111113 !els sere 'I.:easel by
toratlaral ptucaticn researcher:

0 . . need SOO, sort or :111ow-up istem,
v.1 reit:ars a way to vile sere :oanonslity i5
t te,,Avve:..1 that the essential tte7rvdteet, lr the
atntmwa :ttourt of data that has to 11 qatholed tit
set .t4!, ald then . possibl7 also creatfag e

ilP.417:144:21MC of varies materials anal

,,w7,nentatin at 8:1 esistir; 'twee* so that
tit* a lok. They may want t* modify

too.. STStOP1, lr lay them toqether, at take op*
tnl tnhtall t, but all of the (tee kemping In

'Ne 91%1Sal tlaTA relutterrtel that ,"4/11 to
up poll-04),

rt. noel fly some rutional direct!on ia t!Alf Apipc fication of
sinuous tats teillrvents 04A unlo.racoted by another

Puynrd tia. OaCr rir.r.tv Sirotidt radio :de fro*
with whatever fyrther ktn6s of data ht wanted for

the ueratton an44:00valeation of Ptolteem .11 has eel
particalat state. "111qt the thin; that ! we need
despetate:y is for [UNtdtrkto say are the minimum data
rijiiesot:, be ne0 for electutor-aakIn9, to afford
n,fortlt tom' . . t.. the Ft if for le..11-::ator4 (SIC.

TtG contecees noted dtain'ightni iinanciol tupport
fut.-:,:17:;vqg for Atilt.. n15. ln .!!le eont of withdrawal at
tletAl tAals for the development of state Aq44wies, "them
14t etthrt a..s (Men CS* Itatu, 41 re pick it up with
Sa%Sive etatP tUrpOrt" put. From a teleral point of Ville,
the picture is similar 'Whenever yin 17 !.) (jet mope,
taq9ed for a PI'S, . yo.d coll,,; never lot anythia9 thtaegh

have cot been effo.', tc;,:%d .airtrg title kind ,f
decision- s'Jrpott availsbll' i13M1:. The imniirit
vaostior present thtoulhour the o:ale r.ouference was,
therefol-e, casual in the coaclslinl remit c,: " . , should
(got tivo) a kind of samion! f:4/tell, s krill of oattonal
atrat^ly for ptowilina infaratt, deft:lir' it, and



d
it 1.-teil,1 w:.st ree:s t 3 IA" lote? :1172).

appeared fa Z. rotsens4s 't tn. seed for
Sje'!: % iTt4tIA la close telatioaskip itt tt.,0 state plasait;
rroce:fwes 3! vocatiosal eiscatior, tht.re 11/411 $1$O tit
asscciited erfreheasion that accospatieu aty swigestios of
federalise: "No elscatioral progras it keg/rice should Ise

satiosslizel sal I suspect that sost of us goal* agree to
ttat (10/11. Thus is the recouseseatiou for a fors of
bitiatil A:S, Al elms! larlAz at respoxIsittlity vas
Patablisfit-1 this cc:stones-cr. Mire was OlisaIrsosest as
to eh) should pick up the tab, retlsctisi the paradox which
is inhtnefit 01 the seed for laformatios iNaNgsmeat befoti
the stit level of the ore hese, yet applicable to, and
tacolpuivl tte particular circesstasc of tsdlltdnal
stat04, ln !he other.



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Generate a better statement of national mission for
vocational education.' d

Seek the astabliShment of a national manpower policy.

A. Ask the President to form an independent group to
set up this policy.

B. The American VocAtional Association should help to
get a number of gro s tegether to call on the
President to set up such anel

3. Establish student follow-up sistems similar to those in
New. Yolk and Pennsylvania where 'recoTds are kept by
social security numbers. This should be- done on- a
nation-wide basis, and should involve, for instance. , the
cooperation of the federal government in obtaining job
titles and other information on individuals from the
federal income tax form.

4. Each state should develop its own clear-cut mission
statements for vocational education.

5. Vocational educators-shouldattemptto secure 'tentative
agreement on a. unified set of concepts relating to',
vocational edlication As a means of presenting, a cohesive
picture of thefield.

b. Bacause planning is a dynamic process, vocational
educators shOUld. be prepared to change their missions,
goals and, objectives as circumstances warrant.,

,7. Goals for vz:ational education should be stated clearly
so that pelOple corn understand the*--not *In technical
terms,

8. The setting 0 goals should be the responsibility of
those in a decision-making capacity. , ,

9, State agencies sbould work toward internship, inservice
And on-the-job training programs for planbers.

10. Develop goals which are not too sensitive to changing
political consideiations in order to . achieve some
stability for the planning process.

11. Retain some flexibility''in any plan.

)
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4. .

12.. Pay closer attention in planning to the4consideration of
alteiriative means for the achievement of objectives by:

/ .

. .,
,

A. Oder ,involveient 04- appropriate external
.interests, 0'

E. -"access twinformation management' systems at ,the'
state level, and

C. computer simulation of. alternative strategies..
,

11. While' allowing for flexibility in plans, patticulrly
long-range, ensure that'accounability is built in.

.

;4. Consi,ddr,tne*possibility of legialating accountability
at.rtheostate level!

t,

15. Flan by objectives, and then allOcate resources
accordingly, rather-than vice vee0a.

16. tar'k to make more readily available Ito planners the
,information they teed to plan.

11. Increase the distemination btinformition concerning the
operation costs and scope Of existing state management
information syste,mr....

18. Develop a nation al management information system with
suggested capacity_for follow-up and forecasting.

19. Define, at the national level, some minimum data
/ requirements for states.

- .

ZO. Seek,. Continued support-for state vocational educatidn'
agenCy improvemene to afford Oppoitunities .for the
development of state agency information systems.
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AP2INDIX_A
.#1 ,

-coNEFFENoIlm4111) OEJEcTug§

',The original purpose of the total conference' was to
identify- specificobjectiyes of state level planning for
vocational' education, ,and, to .recommend ways of achieving
them.' Conferees were presented. with six tasks:

To state the purpose and objectives of state-level
pkanningz

4

To °determine current deficiencies in planning'
policies in terms of the objectives, in (1).

3.; To identify the causes of these deficiences.

14 To propose and evaluatt methods of alleviatiOn of
the deficiences.

59 To recommend strategies for . implementing the
proposed methods to achieve the ,objectives in (1)0

6. To design an instrument for assessment of state- t
level planning.

Eased on the above structure, .therefore (though tht
sixth task was'eventually dropped), it was intended tW look
for problems,' and to derive some' recommended solutions.
Ultimately, it was hoped that a set of guidelines for
plannitg would emerge in the form of some essential elements
in the planning ptocess as synthest,zed. by conference
participants, iaeo, . praCtitioners, researchers, and
theorists in the'field of vocational-educational planning.
This proved to'be no small undertaking: the conference was
attempting,' as one member .suggested ..to try to Olt
some structure on a very elusive thing" (862), Although
each of the three conferences dealt <in some measure ,with all
of the first five tasks, the'first tub addressed thesselvms
primarily 'to tasks 1 t6.3, the third conference being left
with tasks 4 and '5

Discrete Steps in the Plahninprocess

From the transcripts of the first two conferences, the
DASP staff produced a document for input into.the final
meeting. This outlined nine steps in the planning process,
ando-in keeping with conference' objectives,(2) and (3), some
Of the current deficiencies associated with each step, and
some causes for these deficiences. It remained for the
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final conference to. carry out tasks (4) and 15). Many
recommendations were forthcoming and more were discovered
later from careful analysis of the earlier transcripts
though these were. pot completed for each of. the identified
nine steps. Included in this appendix," therefore, are the
original "nine objectives in'Ahe.plannings,process", some pf
the problems associated with these steps, and some
recommendations and solutions as identified IT the' first two
conferences. The third conference, while adding several.
recommendations to this doCument, took issue 'with the nine
steps and their phraSing. They subsequently recommended
.collapsing the "nine ,steps" to' "seven elements" of the
planning ptodess; these also appear below. It should be
pointed out that the first of these two products; "the .nine
objectives", was z product of the piisp. staff alter an
analysis of tl,e first' two Conference transcripts. The
second Was the direct output .of the third, conference
result_otdiscussion on the "nine-objeCtives".

The reasons ''why these two products appear in the .

appendix and do notform the backbone of this report are. the
olloO.ng:

1. State\directofs in all three of'the conferences'
were .skertical about 'a cookbook approach. "Any:v.0o
planning manual will give you the same kinds of things We

v'are. talking about. I don,tAhipk we are:going'to come Ur
and rediscover America this afternoon" (851). The feeling
of 'another state.directo: was that the steps of scientific
.problem- solving could be taught. n five -minutes, but, that
slieess in planning was more likely.to lie in theNays a
01,§nner used his -judgment (422). rtikl Another emphasized
the' disparity.hetweenricademic p anting,analysiitantlactuai
operation in thefiel,d. "Yod canhave All the conierenceS,
you want on,plAnning, o , 2 you could run, seminars and pit
in-three-Semester-hour graduate courses on planning . and
still, in my judgment, not . ..produce a planner".(324).

2., There. were Considerable differenoeS cf, -Opinion
legarding the semantics ayid seguint':ing of "steps" in the.
planning prooesS among conference'participants, (e.g., 946-

ry

.
A. There .seemed to be an unclear distinction _between

process and product- in. folioiing through fromthe,nine
objectives to associated problems in the recommendations.
In ,retrospect,- it'is'also unclear exactly what in "the nine
steps" are descriptive, and what normative, statements.

,
. . .

. .
. .. . .

4. It became' apparent during the conference that we.

probably 'had interested more audiences than. e-rould serve
.,- ,-
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just by one document'. Practitioners seemed to expect one
. orientation, researchei:s another, and those responsible for

representing vocational education to Congress another.

5. It may have been too ambitious to expect solutions
from those so familiar with the problems. If answers were
to be forthcOming from mere discussion, it would be unlikely
that the problems identified with sch wide consensus in the
three conferences would have remained so acute.

Thus, the conferences elucidated more the, problems in
the field than the answers, though some solutions were
recommended.' i

N H

THE'NINE OnJECTIVES

The purpose of planning as defined by participants to
the 'first two °conferences was: to .prepare for some future
coaaitment ofresources in accordance with state vocational.
education goals. Attention "vas "directed toward planning as

-.currently practiced by state agenc*et. -fot. vocational
education. -DistinCtions were drawn' between'planning for
compliance. with federal.regulations cn the one. hand, and.
planning, for °the ;.actievement of statevOcational goals on
the other. It was the Consensus of the .conferees that
compliance lilanning alone neither fulfilled federil-intent
nor contributed'to the-achievement of state goals. -Although
the state vocational educational'agendy 'was defined as.the
*stem .of.interett,.it was 'recognized that .the relationships
between state'and state, state'and federal, state and locale
and befween'different intrastate 'agencies are crucial-in

/ the process of-planning.
. ,

.Objective 10 To isioliaxa mission _of_ stat.
education.

,

Among. those factors necessary tothe identification- of
the aission for state vocational education are: a statement
of mandated intents and legislative constraints; A 'Clear
identification of the,. population , or populations to be

. served; a statement .,f the general scope of possible
educational activities' -which could -'be Undertaken.to serve
the population; gnd.a definition of the ultimate purpose. of
state-vocationaleduCation.

At.preient, the deficiencies existing in
relatiowto'this.objective seem to be cast :as the absence of.
the ,factors askociafed with the. fulfillment of the
Objective. 'Mission's' are vaguely stated, and do neltappeat to
reflect adequately the .federal intent. There are no
statements' offmandated!inte-nts or leg*Slative.constraints.

1 i et a
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opoaaticu6 to be secved at the state level have not bee:
adequately defined' at the state level.

,

Causes. (1), There is no articulated national plan for
vocational education. (2) /here is no overall national
manpower policy

. (3): Shifting administrative ..personnele
philosophies, indA)olitical'priorities at the federal level
make continuity difficult.' (4) Relevant social and economic
data and forecasts at all levels from .local to 'national are

. scarce. (5) Immediate .pressures pre-empt commitment tc
long-range objectives at both state and-federal/levels. (6)

Interpretations (6f the 1968 Amendments ate various. (7).

There is a lack of coordination between'the various state,
agencies and between federal and state and local strUctures.

a,

The development of eirectiMe management infortation
systems at the state and national level.

0, . \, ;

2- Accurate erecastini of social directions and
trends

3. More emphasis upoethe process of planning and the
tentative nature Of mission statements. ,

4. The involvement of wider sources, agencies,
personnel at all levels in the derivation of state i

mission statements.

5. Clarify, interpretations of existing
statements that are stated in law.

6- Clarify the' definitions of vocational
across all levels..

r \

mission

education

7. Clearly identify constraints at the national level.

8. Establish clear national : manpower development
policies and plans, and explicate the relationship
between these and vocational education.

Objective ...2e__To diterming.:_goals in terms oX expected
outputs and outcomes

In, order to fulfill this objective, a number ot
separate factors might be necessary. There should be
-documentation of leth societal needs and the needs of thev_
populations tát served. Furthermore, there should be
statements descrtiine the goals of state vocational. 0
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education derived, from the mission, how these go ls relate
. .

to the mission9 and a description of the process by which
these. goals' were selected. In addition, th = set of
assumptions' underlying the goals.6hould be. clearly stated.

Delicjencies. ,.Currently, goals are not clearl linked
to either population .needs Am societal needt., toais are
generally associated with immediate outputs rat er 'than
long-range outcomes. There has ten, little or no.
identification made of the trade-offs bet een socie al and
individual needs. Indequate attention is paid to the
student after, he leaves the educational system.

Causes. (1) Inadeguate data on population and societal"
:needs frequently lead to the selection,of inappr.priate
goals. (.2) Lack of data on employment tends enc.urages
short-term goals. (3) Goals often reflect a politic I bias
and are likely to be modified followilg 'a ,change in

administration. (4) Goal setting at the state le el is
' constrained by federal and local priorities. (5) P deral
and state budgets for vocational education are incons stent f
with state goals.

,-

amedies. \

1. Goals should be unequivocally defined according tb

needs of clientele Populations.

Because planning is a dynamic process, goals, si Si ould
be caRable of change, while not so flexible to

cause instability.

The setting.` of goals should be the respcnsi ility
Of those in a decision-making capacity.

Objegtive 3. (To set 2tigrities for goal achieumgnt

Factors associated with this objective would include a

method of setting priorities, a rankling .of goals in trts of
.those priorities, and a justification of 'those prio.ities.
Moreover, there should, be an examination of the p.ssibl
conflicts be

Deficiencies. There appears to' be little ef0r made
toward making explicit the assumptions upon which pri titles
are based. Federally stated priorities are often times
lincongruent with the "federal: fundingStructure. here is
also a tendency for priorities to be determined by funding
0rathemi, than the reverse. /
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Causes. (1) Federal priorities are superimposed on the
states., (2) Conflicts exist between federal, states and
local priorities. (3) Ptiorities are ,frequently based on

f_educational fads rather than needs. (4) Priorities are
,shifted by administrative changes.' (5) Explicit statements
of priorities are often politically inexpedient. (6) Social
'benefits cannot always be cas3 in economic terms.

Remedies,

1. More adequate measurement of, social needs by \means
of better data. , 0

2. Plan accofding to the ',zero budget's concepts.

3: Set priorities first on the basis of needs, and
then determine ,how resonrces will be allocated to'
nieet those needs-

,

"4. Involve more Teorle 'at the' state level
settiu9. ct

4) the

5. While paying close attention to federal priorities,
seek for other inputs in the setting of priorities.

6. Negotiate openly different points of view.

7. Document the processes {he state departments of
vocational education go through in develOping
priorities.

8. Goals should be established at different level in
anticipation of partial funding, so that' the
relationship is clearattheoutset_between levels
of funding-amd-l-evel of operation.

Objective It To usratioallizsgoils Aglermsofoljeglim ,

`10perationalizing goals should, include measurable
objectives, corresponding to each goal and a statement of how.
,the objectives"were derived from goals. qixplicit statements
should be made as to how and when these lobiectives _willbe
measUred.-, Attettion. __ should be ,paid to ihe
interrelationships of objectives within goal areas.
Finally, there ought to be an identification of ,objectives
which apply to more than one goal 'area.

aficiepciss. Objectives ..appeal to reflect ease of
measurement rather than relevance/to a particular goal. A

rationale ts'generally 'not provided for tile relationships
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between objectives and goals? Finally, national goals are
not translated into objectives at the federal'level.

Causes. (1) It .is difficult to State precisely, what
effect a given program will have on a liven population. (2)
There is a lack of instrumentation to measure the attainment
of objectives. (3) Objectives have not been set to. reflect
contingencies in the funding level. (4) State level
objectives may. not satisfy federal and local goals. (5)

Objectives generally emphasize program implementation rather
than student behavior.

1. Develop a. more comprehensive common terminology of
planning. , . ,

2. Devise means of measuring achievement on (a) goals,
(b) objectives. /

3. Ensure that objectives reflect the different levels
of goals which correspond\to different leve'.s of
funding.

4. Train planners in distinguishing between goals' and
objectives.

50 State ,objectives in .specific' measurable Ilerms with
a view to future accountability.

o Identify data elfments needed to ascer:ain progress
toward success.

Objective 5. To _explore Alternative methcds__121.the
attainment of objectives

Alternative methods for the attainment of each
objective should be stated and a. description should be
provided of the process by which these alternatives were
generated.

Deficiencies. At present only. 'a limited range of
alternatives is :explored and '.there is inadequate
communication between states regarding successful and
unsuccessful' alternatives. There is no generally agreed
upon criterion for program success. Existing jot
desdriptions are insufficient for the design of adequate
training programs.
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Causes. (1) The various data formats used by the
states, inhibit the comparison of information. (2) Local
resources, community and 'institutional, are inadequately
.identified at the state level. (3) Legal and administrative
requirements constrain, the alternatives available. . ;4)

Present plans.reflec't iai.nly committed resources.

Remgdies,

1. Make widely available information already existing
on alternatives.

20 Develop and cost out alternatives through computer
simulation,

3. Decide whose responsibility it would be to develor
such simulations nationwide, e.g., a research
center, USOE, etcs

. Encourage free thinking, e.g.,.the development of
theoretical alternatives free from resource
constraints.

Objg live k, gvajaate altgxnatilg methods for
atta nmgDI of objectives

The criteria and standards useCto compare and evaluate
alternatives 'and the constraints associated with each'
alterhative should; be specified. In addition, there should
be assessments of the costs and benefits associated with
each alternative aswell as the probabilities of attaining
the objectives for each alternative.',

geficiencieso. Current planning processes reflect
neither an explicit evaluation of alternatives in .terms ot,
their costs and benefits nor assessment of the probabilities
of success of alternatives.

Causes. (1) There are xnadequate data about the
probability that an alternative .will be successful, in part
beciuse of the lack of communication between the states.
() The benefits of eocial goals are difficult to quantify
in terms ,'of , (3) nadequate information ., about
societal needs precludes the setting of standards and
criteria used to_ccmpare and evaluate alternatives., (4) In
comparison with the number of alternatives available td
stateplannerL, there 4s not enough corresponding evalUative
information. '
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Remedies.

1. Develop a procedure for the: careful assessment and
dissemination of all alternatives already in used
with special attention to the format of these data
in order to facilitate communication across states.

2., Define Whether this information gathering process
should be a state or national responsihilitq.

3. Ensure Wider involvement of external agencies in
the assessment of alternatives.

Objective 70 To evaluate strategies for resourde allocation

This should include a description of the alternative
strat ,pies considered for the allocation of resources, and
the r source allocation'procedures used There should also
be, a projection. of the costs and benefits made for those
alternatives selected

n ficiencies. Resource allocationg are now by 'line
items rather than objectives and no attempt is made to
specify the strategies used.for allocation.

. -

Ca 'sass (1). Accountabilit
..

y is imprecise. (2) In
certain cases,- 'resource 'location is by federal. mandate.
(3) Political pressures may preclude the disclosure of the
resouroe\allocation strategy. <

Object*ve'g. To develop a jlan of action to fulfill the
objectives

_This obfective includes four factors; the presentation
of a five---lear budget for the expenditure of resources by
objectives; levelopment of la 'projection of the expected
benefits over time by objective; development of a schedule
Of activities necessary to achieve each objective; and
identification of delivery units responsible foachieving
each objective.

Deficiencies. There is presently insufficient planning
at the state\ and local levels.e Current plans providq no
projections across t7me in terms of costs and benefits nor.

are, there schedules of activities-for the implemenfltion of
the plan.- Flirt ermone, the implementation of plans is not
,specified by o jecti,veo and there is inadeguapl description
of the -activitie necessary to achieve objectives at the
statA and local evels.-

-
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gum. (1) There are-insufficient resources allocated
to the planning process, and little iimediate reward for

. planning., (2) State and local level staff 'often have
inadequate planning .skills. (3). Existing organizational:
structures donot. support planning by. objectives. (4)
"Indirect" costs are highly visible as the result of recent
fedetal requests fOr submission of separate plans for their
expenditure. (5) There has been a . recent reduction' in
federal allocations specifically, to,_ planning. (6)

Institutional cea,:ter education (e.vi., in universities) is
not sufficiently oriented-to demonstrating the importance of
planning. (7) There is tog, little comiunication between the
academics in teacher training end state and local
practitioners in vocational education. (8) There exists
presently .a lack of techniques for defining optimal
organizational structures for state planning agencies ants
information on how to move towards" 'more optimal
organization.

I

1

1. Initiate inservice training p4ograms for state
planning staff.

4

Ensure closer liaison between state department of
A

education, higher education, and the local .

education agencies.

o
3. Analyze the present state planning process to

ascertain to what extent resources are currently
allocated to planning fro.either state or federil.
monies.

competent.4. _Appoint m planners, to the stafft. of.. both
state'. education .agenCies and' local education

!

agencies. ,

1 ,,

\\
5.. Ensure t at flexibility is built into. a Plan.

.

6. Ensure. th t accountability is built;into.a plan.
.

_\ , .
.

A
.

7. Develop through .the affice-.iof Education, or the
ASerican Ninagenent!Association a hriefing! process. %

for planners or.a serieS of technical assistance/
teams: to each State. .

. ..

.

8. (Developand recommend to. tte office 'of Education
-their, role in providing leadership and training in
planning. .
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N

9., Further develop a state agency role in helping
locals how to plan, or get outside help to improve
.planning at the local level.

ajg.tivg 9a Imnlementation and maintenlngs _of an 2R:to-.
date_plan

There should 'be ,:a _system of aCcountability,' and the
descripilon cf. thiS system shibuld identify the information
which will be used by. this systematcording to.° objectives.
There should also bf,.' a = description, of alternative plans
provided' for identifiable Findily, ter
should be a plan for improving the planning,process itself.

Deficiencies. Present plans bear littli relationship
in -some states to what,actually gets implemented. Current
planning .manifests an inadequate monitoring of processes at
the ,local level; a lack of commcnication between planieri
and'implementors during the implementation period,- and .a

;lack of data. on the achievement of objectives. Furthermoze, .

ipfOrmatidn concerning unspent dollars. is not .received in
time to reallocate those dollars during the same fiscal.
year.

Causes. (1) Program activities are 'frequently
_justified in termS of head counts rather than man-hours of
instruction. (2) Population'Mobility makes follow-up data
difficult to Otain. (3) . Differendes between state and
local' objectives inhibit communication from the
implementors. (4) The costs of.continuous.monitoring of
program activities are considered prohibitive. -(5) State-
_level planners have little direct control over Trogram,
iMplementation of the local\level. .(6) Lack of carry-oyer
capability forces unplanned end oftheyear expenditures.

c

et

Heiedies.

1. Initiate follow-up by social security numbers,

o Require state education agencies to be accountable
by legislating accountability statutes.

Evaluate programs by manhours of instruction
__rather than hy.head count.

g,,
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2.11L5EVEN ELEMENTS OF. PLANNING

I

As indicated above, there was considerable `discussion
and some =disagreement the third conference over the
.sequencing and semantics of the nine objectives. While it
t_was obvious that .ua'notion of sequence" (927) was inherent
in any description of the planning proceSsp'and that some of
the nine objectives- were clearly sequential, it seemea
'equally clear that. others took: place .concurrently. For
example, the gerieratioa,,of a mission statement ( /Objective IL
qprecedes.all other:steps;'however, it is Alm,/ to. . divorce
-Consideration of resource:alloCation strategies. (Objective
7) frot any .assessment of the viability or, alternatives
(Objectives 5 and 6). Furthermore, some participants.felt.
that-the'deteraination of priorites (Objectiye 3) . might
accompany, and therefore moderate,-all othei Steps, and that
priorities themselves might be moderated as.a result-of some
later decision-in Objectives 4 through 9. .Although, as .one
state director noted,' "we don't want to /get too
.teacheristic" (937), .. attempts, to describe the ,planning
.process by sets or stepwise subprocesses.or.ctimponeni.s were
seen to conflict with the dynamic nature of planning: ind
tended also to neglect the-effects of 'feedback. These two
concepts Imre reconciled in the comment,of a state director
"We are'trying.to put them. (steps] in. logical sequencel
lilit,each time you. deal with the succeeding step you get more,

ibackgroUnd that.helps.you dearwith-thejiext.step, and-helps',
you refine the previoas steps" (437):. .

f{

Attempts 'to impeove tie formalized conceptualization of
the planning process took up a considerable part of the time
in the third conference. It was felt by participants that
the word objectiie as in the "nine, objectives" carried with
it a connotation of product, while the task of ' the

conferenCe was to look at the process of pianning:,
therefore, che third conference replaced "objectives" 'with
"elements," There . was- much discussion on the third _

objective concerning Triorities, whether * one should
prioritize on goals or Objectives (906----1430- 944) or whether
in fact the concept of priority is continually present at'

all stage's in the process (858) . ,Therefore, finally, the
nine objectives were compressed into "seven elements" which
were as follows:

1.
/
Mission of state vocational education.

2. Goals, outputs, outcomes, or continuing. objectives.

30 The setting of specific objectives.
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9.9

4. The identification and assessme4t Of alternativer-
strategies, for 'attainment:of sfecific objectives. ,

5.. The estab)Ashing of yribritie8 for resource.
ailocatn.

,

The developmfnt of a lerbcess ,for evaluation
resulte.

do :The implementation and maintenance of an up=to-date
plan.

No attempt was made in the, conference to tie in the
relAtively developed structure of information on
deficieneies, causes and their remedies already existing in
the nine objectives format. Fbr this reason both forioits,

`are included here, and a different model was used '.around
which to construct the main body of this repott.

e.
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